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ABSTRACT

The deployment of Indonesian \ilomen as domestic workers overseas has become a

controversial issue in Indonesian society, particularly among religious organisations and

women's organisations. This debate is fuelled by increasing reports on maltreatment

encountered by domestic workers abroad. The treatment they receive suggests that the

Government of Indonesia has not been able to render suffi.cient protection to the overseas

workcrs.

This thesis explores the background and contents of this debate in two-pronged

analysis. Firstþ, it examines the Indonesian Governmpnt's perspectives of domestic

workers' working conditions in Saudi Arabia on the basis of newspaper articles obtained

from Kompas (an Indonesian quality newspaper) during 1984 to mid-1995. The aim here is

to reveal the main themes and underlying assumptions of the issues through the

Govemment's statements in the newspaper articles. Secondly, an attempt is made to assess

the perspectives of returned domestic workers by analysing their published interviews. In

contrast to the Govemment's statements which tend to underplay the difficulties

experienced by overseas workers. These interviews portray domestic work in Saudi Arabia

as a risþ occupation. Finally, the thesis provides some policy recommendations for the

Government of Indonesia to improve protection of Indonesian domestic workers overseas,

particularly Saudi Arabia.
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CTIAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of contract labour migration since the hrst oil boom in 1973 has

made it necessary to refocus scholarly attention on international labour migration. The

temporary and contracted inæmational labour migration of overseas workers has become

one of the most momentous contemporary labour supply systems for labour-shortage

counries like the Middle East and North Africa (Sassen-Koob 1981). In 1975, more than

1.6 million migrant workers were employed as contracted workers in the Middle East a¡rd

North Africa" and by 1985, this hgure was estimated to have reached 4.3 million (Sassen-

Koob 1981). In the early 1970s and until 1975, the labour requirements of the Middie East

countries were met by nearby non-oil producing Arab states. Since this time, however,

South East Asian developing count¡ies have played increasingly important roles in supplying

t
labour to the oil-rich countries of the region (Serageldin, Socknat, Birk and Sinclair 1983a; f

Serageldin, Sinclair and Socknat 1983b; Gunatilleke 1984, 1986; Pongsapich 1989; Smart

and Teodosio 1985; Cremer 1988; Arnold and Shah 1984; Birks and Sinclair 1989) the

movement of such labour being facilitated by the network of earlier migrants, government

policies, labour supply agencies and travel agencies (Kritz, Lim and Zlotnik 1992). Existing

studies clearly identify how crucial and signihcant the intemational migration of labour has

been for the labour-dehcieng capital-rich countries of fgfthe Middle East, transforming

third world countries into rapidly modernising economies over an extremely short period of

time (Birks and Sinclair 1980; Serageldin et aI.1983 a, 1983b).



Indonesia is one of several South East Asian countries which have played a

substantial role in supplying unskilled labour to the Middte East, especially to Saudi Arabia

(Cremer 1988; Hugo 1992, I994a; Manning and Hardjono 1993; Kompas 1984-1995).

Since 1973, the Government of Indonesia has embarked upon the official transmission of

Indonesian male overseas contract workers; however, the deployment of Indonesian women

as overseas contract domestic workers, popularly known as maids/servants, was only

initiaæd in 1984. In the eyes of the sending country, the deployment of Indonesians is

principally a means of generating foreign exchange and ea¡nings, a method of employment

creation, of meeting the high demand for domestic workers or maids from Indonesia, and,

finally, a means of improving the welfare and living conditions of Indonesians.

The high demand for unskilled Indonesian labour in the Middle East is due to the

demographic shortages in the Middle East, and Indonesia's close relationship and similarity

in belieflreligion. Thus, inærnational migration does not occur randomly but takes place

usually befween countries that have close historical, socio-cultural, and/or economic ties.

Abella (1992) found that the placing of the Indonesian women as domestic workers/maids

in the Middle East stems from the rising concern among Islamic leaders in the Middle East

that their children are acquiring non-Islamic values from Buddhist, Hindu or Christian

domestic workers. Between the period of 1983-1992, roughly 51 percent of Indonesian

overseas workers were deployed mainly to Saudi Arabia (AKAN 1995; Hugo 1994a;

Manning and Hardjono 1993), and most of them were sent to the latter country being

female domestic workers (AKAN 1995; Cremer 1988; Hugo I994a; Manning and Hardjono

1993).

A distinction, herein, must be made between pre-1970 and post-1970 labour

migration. In general, there a¡e four types of characteristics that distinguish the most recent

phase from the pre-1970 era. The first is the extent to which countries, for example,

Indonesia, have begun to deliberately market and supply their labour inærnationally in
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response to fluctuating inærnational demand of various types of labour. The second is the

gteater role playecl by the governments and by labour supply agencies, in both labour

sending and receiving countries, in controlling intornational movements of contracted

labour. The third is the manner in which individuals have oriented part of their lives toward

working overseas. A fourth characteristic of recent migration is the greater degree of

control by governments over migrants' residence in the receiving countries. Overseas

contract workers are normally allowed to work only for short term employment, that is, for

a two year contract period, so that the short-term migrants should not have a long term

intcrcst or rights in rccciving countriertt"t"n. and Speckmann 1990; Shadid, Spaan and

Speckrnan 1992)- Furthermore, they are normally residentially separated from the nationals

of the host countries (except for domestic workers who live with their employers). Thus,

the crucial feature that marks the difference between the previous migration and the

contemporary labour migraúon, such as to the Middle East, is the degree of control used

over the international labour ma¡kel

Primarily because of the recency of the phenomenon, relatively little research has

been done on contract labour migration from Indonesia- Existing studies on Indonesian

labour migration have been inclined to focus on identifying socio-demographic

characteristics of migrant workers: motives /reasons for working overseas; the impacts of

remittances on national economic development; effects of migration on family relationships

through the extended absence of a member of the family; and the characterisúcs of

migrants' primary occupation in receiving countries (Hugo 1994a,1994b,1993,1992; Shah

and Qudsi 1989; Chant and Radcliff 1992; Cremer 1988; Manning and Hardjono 1993).

Also, most of the studies on female migration from the Asian developing countries

concentrate on women's internal migration as the result of the expansion of

indusrialisation, rather than focusing on their movement overseas (Heyzer 1986; Salaff and

Wong 1984; Mather 1985; Kung 1983; Jones 1984; Elson and Pearson 1981; Foo and Lim
.* a fifih chava¿{er¡stiL, ig w'ral there \.- o .:,Lrbá*al,1ti-si
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1989; Enloe 1986; Engarcia and Herrin 1984). In this, emphasis has been placed on female

migration to urban areas as an impact of women's displacement in the agricultural sector

@erninghausen and Kerstan 19921' Stoler 1977; Whiæ 1989; Matin-Schiller 1980; Sajogyo

1983). Further, the studies that have been carried out on paid domestic work have been

conducted by historians who have focused on the period before the Second World War,

rather than the contemporary era (Katzman 1978;Iùlaza 1983; Harris 1984; Fairchilds 1984;

Gordon 1985; Cock 1980; Huggins 1987; Gaw 1988; Krantz 1993). Also, by and large,

such studies have referred to the European context rather than to South East Asia.

Clearly, thcrc is a nccd to refocus attention on the contract domestic labour issuc

facing Southeast Asia as there is evidence to suggest that some of the Indonesian overseas

workers are experiencing difhculúes, and even exploitaúon, when working in Saudi Arabia

(e.g. Robinson 1990; Hugo 1994a; 1992; Manning and Hardjono 1993). The incidence of

problems encountered by them in Saudi Arabia (maltreatment, physical and sexual abuses

and exploitation) is claimed by some to be very high (RDCMD-YTKI 1986).

Consequently, the employment of Indonesian women as domestic workers in Saudi Arabia

has attracted considerable controversy, in the community in general, and among religious

and women's groups in particular. Reflecting this concern, for the past twelve years, from

1984-1995, issues of domestic workers overseas have frequently been raised in national and

international newspapers (IlO-Published Migration Newspaper Clipping and Kompas 1984-

1995). Most of these articles have been inclined to focus on the ',vomen's lack of education

and knowledge as the sources of their mistreatment in their overseas workplace.

1.1 The Objectives of fhe Study

This study seeks to redress the relative scarcity of academic studies on Indonesian

contract domestic workers' working conditions in Saudi Arabia in the context of the current

4



claims regarding worker exploitation. To do this, several main sources of information will

be used.

First, to elicit thc domestic workers' opinions on the conditions undcr which they

have been working, articles documenting returnee domestic workers' perceptions of their

experiences will be analysed. These articles a¡e based on i) interviews carried out by

Kompas reporters during the period of 1989-1993, which were once published in the

Kompas newspaper, and later on in book form; and ü) interviews carried out by freelance

reporters from 1990-1993 which were published in book form. The lack of interviews

bet'ore 1989 - the public silence of domestic workers on their work experiences during the

years of 1984 to 1988 - may be attributed to the Ministerial Decree of 10 July 1985 which

prohibiæd returned overseas workers to 'talk' to the Press. The policy was relaxed in 1989

with the press, from then on, being permitæd to publish the stories of overseas workers

This change in policy suggests that the Government is starting to adopt a more mature

approach to the issues of domestic workers overseas.

Second, to establish the Indonesian Government's attitude to the contract labour

issue, two main sources of information will be used - i) newspaper statements made by the

government and ü) their labour and women and development policy documents. The

objective of studying the Government's perspectives of domestic workers' working

conditions through their media statements is to identify main themes and underlying

assumptions, since such statements inevitably reflect the Government's attitudes toward

overseas domestic workers and their concerns. Importantly, it is these attitudes which

ultimately influence the content of the women in development and labour policies which, as

noted, are also analysed ( under the 1993 Broad Guidelines of State Policy or GBHN). The

Government's articles cover two Five Year Development Plans (1984-1989, and 1989-

*

1994), and the period up until mid-1995, which were written under the auspices of two

,(+pre <rvquervr€'øtl \v.lS rvrvje. ryt f1n< loacig +kk:rt
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different ministerial cabinets. V/ithin this time, Indonesia had already three Minisærs of

Manpower, all of whom were males.

Over.all, thc ulrjecLivc uf this lhcsis is to itlenti,[y and explote the gaps existing

between the Govemment's perspective of domestic workers' working conditions and the

policy documents on women and development and on labour, and the accounts given by the

Indonesian contract domestic workers themselves of their experiences in Saudi Arabia.

Relevant research questions addressed by this study are: What a¡e the experiences of the

Indonesian domestic workers in Saudi Arabia? What kinds of maltreannent do they endure?

How do they cope with the problems? What measures have been taken in response to these

problems? What have been the Government's perspectives on the issue of domestic

workers' working conditions in Saudi Arabia for the past twelve years up to 1995? Are

these views reflected in the present policies on women and development and on labour

(under the 1993 Broad Guidelines of State Policy)? What do these policies enteil and are

domestic workers' interests reflected in the policies ? How can these policies be improved?

And finally, what role do the Government and labour supply agencies play in controlling

the international flow of contracted labour?

In short, the analysis of the newspaper enables me to trace the perspective of the

Government via their statements through the twelve year period as well as critically

describing the experiences of domestic workers.

1.2. Methodologies

As noted, for the purpose of the study, I will use newspaper articles obtained from

Kompas, a prestigious Christian morning paper, as one of the most widely read and leading

quality newspapers in Indonesia. According to Hill (1994), Kompas is the largest selling

6
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Using newspaper articles as a source of information has a number of advantages.

First, they contain easily accessible information on very contemporary issues that have not

yct found thcir way into thc acadcmic litcraturc. Second, newspûpers, ts well as othcr

popular media, are central to the daily lives of most people and are therefore influential.

Third, they offer the opportunity to look at how an issue is portrayed over a longer period

and what changes or consistencies can be detected . Fourth, the Indonesian Government's

perspectives of domestic workers' working conditions are likely to be found in newspapers

rather than any academic literature. Fifth, the Indonesian Government has powerful control

over editorial decisions on the contcnt of thc ncws, with obvious consequences: the media

may only report the news which is considered to be favourable to the government whilst it

cuts out issues regarded as 'sensitive' by the Government, such as racial, religious and

ethnic differences. This bias is clearly advantageous for this study in that it provides us with

a clear view of the government's perspectives. Sixth, experiences of Indonesian domestic

workers overseas are more likety to be found in newspapers rather than in any other

sources.

Apart from having these advantages, the use of newspaper analysis also has some

disadvantages. According to Fowler (1991), and Hall, Hobson, [,owe and Wi]lis ( 1980),

news is socially constructed. The events that are reported have been through an intricate

process of t¡ansformation and selection suitable for publication in television or newsprint.

Thus, both selection and transformation of the news is generally led by the ideas and beliefs

of the processors- Hence, it can be argued that news is a practice, a discourse, which far

from neutrally reflecting social reality and empirical facts, intervenes in what Berger and

Luckrnann declare to be "the social construction of realþ". In his book Understanding

News , Hartley (1982) places news as social and ideological concepts in semiotic theory.

The foundations of semiotics were laid by the early twentieth century Swiss linguist,

Ferdinand de Saussure, who introduced the concept of signs which act as the mediator

7



between human beings and the world they experience. Signs acquire meaning through being

structured into codes, the principal code being language.

Henco, the first obvious disadvantage relates to the point that news is a

representation of the world in language; because language is a semiotic code, it imposes a

structure of values, social and economic in origin, on whatever is represented. Thus, news

is a representation, a social construction; it is not a value-free reflection of 'facts' (Mcquail

1987). Second, news reports are rarely genuinely objective because they are coloured by

the background, social and political values and interests of the people who are involved in

their production (Van Dijk 1985, 1987; Fowler 1991). In relation to this study, such bias is

likely to affect the representation of domestic workers in inærviews conducted by middle

class, well-educated reporters as these interviewers do not come from the same sort of

t
background as the inærviewed. Also, the informant used in news reports may not provide

what may be perceived as the most accurate accounts or they may provide different

accounts at different times, depending on who she/he is addressing. On one hand, she/he

may be telling (what they perceive to be) the most accurate accounts to reporters in order to

gain some sympathy from readers, and, following this, a positive government reaction- On

the other hand, they may be not telling what they perceive to be the most accurate accounts

to interviewers if they expect that nothing can be achieved from this in the end anyway.

Third, when analysing the Government's perspectives of domestic workers' working

conditions through headlines and the content of the articles, there is the problem of isolating

the Govemment's statements from the reporters' points of view. Clearly too, besides the

influence of the reporters, the pattern of the media ownership also plays a significant role in

what news gets published. For example, when ownership becomes concentrated into fewer

hands, the result is likely to be less diversity of opinion beittg represented (Hart 1991;

Hartley 1982; Carey 1988).

8



Having discussed the advantages and disadvantages of newspaper analysis, we will

proceed to the methodology used for newspaper analysis. Newspaper a¡ticles will be

uralysed by using content analysis (the examination of texts, also known as archival

reseatch, textual analysis or discourse analysis) which identifres the occurrence or pattern of

objects or issues by counting them and/or inærpreting the themes contained in them

(Reinharz 1992).

The application of the content analysis in the newspaper and published inærviews is

two-fold. On one hand, Fowler (1991) introduces what is termed as critical linguistics,

which mcans an enquiry into relations between signs, meanings and social and historical

conditions that command the semiotic structure of discourse. For the study, attention will

be aimed at analysing the critical use of language in news text. On the other hand, Van

Dijk (1987) claims that news reports constitute a particular type of discourse (where

discourses are defined as unis of verbal interaction or ¿Ìs communicative events). This

therefore suggests that their actual processing or uses in social and communicative contexts

should also be accounted for in an integrated approach. The analysis of discourse, then,

should not be limiûed to the structures of texts or dialogues, but should also be extended to

the contextual structure of the discourse. Following the concept of news as discourse, Van

DUk introduces several ways in which it respectively constitutes grammatical

analysis/linguistic grammar of newspaper articles/reports: the syntax/semantics of a sentence

in a discourse; interpretation of semantic macrostructures (the overall meaning of an article

in a newspaper by connecting headlines and the main body of the text) and interpretation of

the overall thematic analysis (overall content of topics). For the purpose of this study, I will

only apply the most relevant ones: the interpretation of semantic macrostructures and the

overall thematic analysis.

As has been mentioned before, the Government's perspectives of domestic workers'

working conditions will inevitably be reflecæd in their attitudes toward the policy and

9



decision making process. Potter and Wetherell (1987) found that the attitude of a person or

group of people toward an object, an individual, or a group of people, could be analysed

through thcir uttcranccs. For thc purposc of the study, tho utterancos are represented by

the statements of elites in the bureaucracy (the Minisær of Manpower mostly) of domestic

workers' working conditions in newspaper articles. For example, it would seem that several

messages are implied in an article in Kompas (10 July 1985:1) headlined "The Minister of

Manpower stated that overseas workers are not allowed to talk to the press about their

working conditions in Saudi Arabia". These are: the Government has firll control over the

overseas workers; overseas workcrs a¡c not considered as human beings who have the

rights to speak whatever they want, but as mere commodities who are managed by the

Government; and finally, the Government assumes that the working conditions of the

domestic workers a¡e their responsibility and not that of the Press. In short, the statement

suggests the underlying attitude of the Government is 'arrogant', 'authoritative' and

'dominant' toward domestic workers and their problems, an attitude which may well colour

their judgement of the issues, and hence their policy and decision making. Following the

claims of Potter and Wetherell (1987), who take the standard attitude theory approach in

analysing utterances, it could be claimed that the speaker (that is, the Minisær of Manpower

/ the Government) possesses an 'unsympathetic' atútude in this rcspect.

Whilst accepting that other aspects of media publication also affect the construction

of news reality (eg. graphic format of the page, size of the print/and the style, composition^t
and distribution of photographs, drawings, tables, maps and captions), these will be largely

ignored in this study in order to enable greater attention to be focused on the issues of

semantic macrostructures, overall thematic analysis, and the interpretation of the language

used in headlines and published interviews.

In newspaper articles, the most important information must come first. This may

affect not only the overall thematic analysis but also the ordering within the sentences

10



themselves (termed as relevance structuring). Whereas relevance structuring

expresses/signals what is most important, various ways are used to make headlines; for

example, in an article where the Mìnister of Manpower criticises the Head of the Mu,slim

Organisation (Kompas ,25 I[4ay 1984:1), the art\cIelæxt is made more attractive to readers

by using rhetorical devices such as hyperboly' (overstatements or exaggerations), or

metaphors of war such as 'att¿ck' or 'defence'. News reports also make frequent use of

hgures (whether correct or not) to signal rhetorically their exactness and hence their

objectivity (Roeh 1982), an example here being where the Minisær of Manpower claimed

that, withfui hve yeals, Indonesia was detemrined to reach a target of five hundred thousand

overseas workers (Kompas,6 February 1990:2)-,anol -ihe +"nft wóá il'1 /crci ex'ccedeC

How, then, is content analysis applied in this study carried out ? First, policy

documents on women and development and on labour (under the 1993 Broad Guidelines of

the State Policy) are critically analysed by applying qualitative contenlinterpretative

analysis. Particularly relevant articles or passages are scrutinised and interpreted to identify

the embedded messages (the implicit content of an article / passage). The thorough analysis

of these policies will identify the underlying concepts of both policy areas as well as the

Govemment's attitudes to, and perspectives of, Indonesian women as women per se and as

workers.

Second, the newspaper articles are analysed by applying quantitative content

analysis and qualitative contenlinterpretative analysis. On one hand, quantitative content

analysis enables the reseacher a) to distinguish the patterns in news coverage each year and

over the entire peiord, to quantify the number of published interviews and photographs; and

b) to assess the average size of each coverage/news article. On the other hand, qualitative

content/interpretative analysis enables the researcher to learn about a) the government's

perspectives of domestic workers' working conditions, by interpreting its semantic

macrostructures (the overall meaning of the article in a newspaper by connecting headlines

11



and the main body of the text), by the application of critical linguistics, and the overall

thematic analysis ( overall content of topics) of selected ncwspapcr articles; and b) the

representation of returned domestic workers' accounts of their working conditions in Saudi

Arabia and overall thematic analysis of the published interviews.

The quantitative content analysis is carried out by counting the number of

newspaper articles which were published each month and by measuring the extent of the

news coverage and mean length of an article. These measurements help to assess how

important the issue of domestic workers has been to the government and the newspaper

editors. This analysis is also used to count the number of published inærviews and

photographs available in book forms documenting the Kompas and freelance reporters'

articles, to assess the extent to which accounts of domestic workers have been published.

The qualitative contenlinterpretative analysis involves identifying the main topics

covered in all the published interviews of domestic workers' working conditions as well as

the embedded messages of the workers' accounts. The semantic macrostructures of the

articles are analysed by relating headlines to the main texts of the articles. The aim of doing

this is to see to what extent the headline reflects the content of the given article, and what

constitutes the main message to the readers. Furthermore, by critically analysing the

language used by government representatives in the article, it is possible to identify their

attitudes about domestic workers issue. The overall thematic analysis of the news reports

will enable the researcher to view the main themes in the seleæd newspaper articles and

published interviews.

1.3 Organization of the Study

The thesis is structured as follows. Before embarking on the analysis of the

newspaper articles, a review of the literature on inæmational labour migration from Asian

developing countries is undertaken in Chapter II. It focuses on the main aspects; hrstly, the

12



characteristics of the current labour migrants, and how they differ from earlier migrants;

secondly, thc motives of female labour migrants, cspecially domestic workcrs, to work

overseas; and thirdly, feminist research on domestic work.

Chapter III is devoted to the analysis of the women in development and the labour

policies in Indonesia. This analysis serves two purposes. The first is to identify what kinds

of women and development and labour policies are available in the 1990s as these reflect the

government's perceptions of Indonesian women and women workers which it held in the

1980s or earlier. Special attention is paid to the question of whether or not domestic

workers, within the country or abroad, are included in thc policics. This chaptcr also

illustrates some of the labour regulations available in Indonesia and examines relevant

international labour conventions for migrant workers. The second purpose is to focus on

the problems related to the deployment of Indonesian workers overseas,and specifically to

the problems faced before departure, while waiting for placement and, after returning to

Indonesia.

Chapter IV describes the cha¡acteristics of those Indonesian domestic workers

deployed to Saudi Arabia, focusing mainly on their educational background. It is argued

here that the majority of these women have low levels of education, and therefore limited

employment opportunities in Indonesia. Some commentators claim that low level of

education prevents domestic workers from defending their rights and makes them more

vulnerable to exploitation. This chapûer also examines the growth of Indonesian overseas

employment in Saudi Arabia between 1969 and 1994, and shows how the Indonesian

domestic workers fit into international labour migration network.

In Chapter V, the working conditions and experiences of the Indonesian domestic

workers in Saudi Arabia are described by using published interviews from period of 1989-

1993. Chapter VI analyses the Indonesian Government's perspectives of domestic workers'

working conditions in Saudi Arabia from 1984-1995. These two chapters are the core of
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this thesis, as they reveal, within the same newspaper, a noticeable discrepancy between the

Govemment's perspectives and information gathered from the affecæd women themselves.

To bridge the existing gaps between thc Guvenunent's perspectives and its policies,

on one hand, and domestic workers' experiences on the other, the concluding chapær

suggests some policy recommendations on the issues of Indonesian domestic workers in

Saudi Arabia, in particular, and overseas in general.
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CTIAPTER tr

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR MIGRATION
IN LTTERATURE

As mentioned before, the movement of Indonesian domestic workers to Saudi

Arabia is part of a wider network of inærnational migration. Reflecting this, the main

pu{pose of this chapûer is to review the literature on the inærnational labour migration of

contract overseas workers ( labour migrants) as well as feminist research on domestic work,

particularly that relating to paid domestic work.

In the fust section, I distinguish the pattern of labour migration pre-1970 and post-

1970, particularly with regard to that orienæd to the Middle East. It is argued that the

increasing economic importånce of labour migrants to sending countries, since the early

1970s, has led to the greater involvement of the state and of middle-men/brokers in the

intemational labour flow. This section also includqs a brief analysis of diversity of contract

labour migrants. In the second section, I review the literature on female migration in Asian

developing countries, while the last section focuses more specifically on domestic work as

paid and unpaid work. It is argued the way in which domestic work has been constructed in

mainstream discourses make migrant domestic workers pa-rticularly vulnerable to

exploitation and maltreatnenl

2.1. International Labour Migration from Asian Developing Countries

The 1970s were characterised by an economic recession in non-oil producing Third

World countries which diminished the availability of work opponunities in these countries,

while at the same time creating high labour demands in the oil producing countries of the

Middle East. This situation led to a dramatic incease in labour migration in general, and to

significant changes in the pattern of migration in particular (Quibria 1986; Gunatilleke 1984,
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1986; Sakiet and Keely 1984; Ming Ling 1984; Serageldin et al. 1983a ). Before 1973,

migration was undertaken with the main objective being to establish permanent or long ûerm

residence abroad. 'Whether their reason for migration wcrc cconomic or political, migrants

moved with the intention of bringing their families at a later date. Migrant communities

were formed as a result in the host countries. By contrast, since the 1970s, the majority of

labour migrants have no prospects of settlement because their labour contracts are

temporary. They usually migrate for specific jobs, with specified employers and duration of

employment (the latter usually being a two-year contract). They therefore maintain close

relations with families at home to where they will return at'ær concluding thcir employmcnt

(Pongsapich 1989; Birks and Sinclair 1989; Ecevit 1983; Huguet 1989). This change, from

long term / permanent to short term residence, is in response to the increased magnitude of

migration flows which, in some Middle East countries, threatened to cast the indigenous

population into a minority position. By controlling the influx and outflow of migrants, then,

governments not only aim to preserve the existing political structure and dominant position

of their populations. They also seek to avoid a disruption in what is already a delicate

balance between the relative sizes of various racial groups in their societies - a disruption

that could result from the large influx of a migrant labour force. To illustrate, the Gulf

States have strict laws and regulations pertaining to citizenship, naturalization, and entry

and employment of foreigners (Russel 1989; Shahid et.al.1992)

For the sending countries, whose export markets have been adversely affected by

the global recession in the 1970s, the export of labour initially appears to be a more

efficient, or at least a cheaper means of increasing employment levels and of generating

foreign resources than the export of commodities. This is because exporting labour requires

no additional domestic investmenl Indeed, the sending count¡ies generally consider labour

migration to be economically beneficial and seem to have accepted the fact that their

workers are not being offered the opportunity of social integration in the receiving countries
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(that is, they accept that their nationals are going to be treated as temporary contract

workers/guest-workers with temporary accomodation). They view labour migration as a

shoft-tenn solution to uuemployluent problems wlúch should becomc lcss important in the

future when fuller levels of emplo¡nnent are expecæd to be achieved (Eelens and

Speckmann t990; Abella 1992).

Who then are the current labour migrants? According to Salt (1992) and Huguet

(1989), the term 'labour migrant' is frequently used to mean those who migrate for work

reasons. These constitute a very diverse group. Contract labour migrants are recruited in

groups for specific projects: as individual contract workers (ot'ten lbr indeterminate

periods); as highly skilled professional, managerial and technical workers on secondment,

short-term assignments or in joint ventures; as domestic servants; and entrepreneurs. Such

diversity is also found with Asian migration to the Middle East. Nevertheless, many studies

have shown that manual workers, both unskilled and skilled, form by far the largest

proportion of these labour migrants. Recent Asian migration to the Middle East involves

mainly the lower income groups, predominantly from rural areas, whereas in the past, it was

mainly restricted to the professional and other highly educaæd strata (Salt 1992; Gunaúlleke

1984; Serageldin et aI. I983b; Spaan 1994). The same studies also show the following

prevailing characteristics of the majority of migrant workers to the Middle East: they are

usually male, 20-35 years of age, and have already compleæd junior and high schools.

However, some countries, such as Indonesia, seem to specialize in sending lower educated

migrants, while others, such as the Philippines and India, tend to export the more higtùy

educated.

A further important feature of the Middle East labour migration flow from the Asian

developing countries, the special type of interdependence it has created bet'ween the

countries supplying the labourers and the countries demanding them. Many studies have

shown that most of the labour exporting countries have become heavily dependent on their
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migrant labour force in the Middle East for their own development (Zolberg and Aristide

1989) . This is because the flow helps them to manage their balance of payments and relieve

unemployment; it also spales the government of the necd to providc social wclfare to poor

families (Stahl 1982; Keely and Tran Tga 1989; Appteyard 1989). According to Stahl and ,

Arnold (1986), the amount of remittances received by a labour exporting country relies

principally on ; a) the number of workers it has sent abroad; b) the 
"urninfif 

the workers;

c) the percentage of the eu.ninf*nich can be/ savedand; d) the percentage of the savings/
which the labourers are willing to remit. Many studies report that Asian workers in the

Mi<ftlle East save a¡rd remit a substantial proportion of their earnings to theil countty of

origin. Indeed, if they do not send their remittances home, the government of the sending

country can withdraw their permission to travel abroad (Enloe 1989). Smart, Teodosio and

Jimenez (1985) documented that Filipinos in the Middle East remitted about 56 percent of

their income on the average, and Enloe (1989) found that the remittances from Filipino men

anC women together amounted to 18 percent of the country's US$15.7 billion in foreign

exchange. Approximately 62 percent of the earnings of Thai workers in the Middle East

were also remitæd home (Stahl 1985). Similarly, Pakistani workers in the Middle East

remitæd about half of their earnings (Gilani, Khan, and Iqbal 1986). For Bangladesh,

Mahmud and Osmani (1980) estimated that migrant workers saved betr¡¡een 65 and 75

percent of their earnings in the Middle East and send most of it home. Mantra, Kasnawi

and Sukamardi (1986 cited in Hugo 1994a) discovered that most of the remittances sent by

the Indonesian migrant workers were spent on children's schooling expenses and food.

Similarly, about 90 percent of the remittances in India were used for consumption, mainly

on food (Swamy 1981). Housing construction and renovation were the primary usage of

remittances in Thailand @ongsapich 1989).

The use of the remittances and their contribution to national economic development

has been a major debate in the area of labour migration . Some experts argue that spending
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on domestic consumption increases Gross National Product (GNP) and generaûes

employment (Appleyard 1989; Potts 1990). However, the impacts of remittances, both on

lhc frunily antl thc ¡ratio¡ral cuununry, vary gleatly depending on how much urigrall.

labourers can save and remit home.

Intemational labour migration can also produce a change in the status of women,

although degrees and types of changes vary between countries. While there are several

studies existing which analyse the effects of male migration on the wives of labour migrants

who are left behind, little information is available in the academic literature on the impacs

of women's absence within the family (Balasooriya, Kankanamge and Heendeniya 1985;

Gilani 1983; Go, Postrado and Jimenez 1983). What evidence is available does not suggest

a high prevalence of problems for the migrant's family whilst they are working overseas.

International migration produces a lot of problems, especially with the intervention

of govemment and labour supply agencies in the network. Although labour migration

provides families with an increased income, many migrants fall prey to fraudulent practices

of middle-men/brokers in lieu with labour supply agencies before their placement, as well as

to exploitation and maltreatrnent by bad employers afær their placement. In nearly every

labour exporting country, numerous cases have been reported that, before recruitment and

departure, labour migrants have to pay large fees to middle-men/brokers and labour supply

agencies in order to obtain employment overseas (ÍJleyznr, Nijeholt and Weerakoon 1994).

Some academic studies and national and inærnational newspapers have documented these

bogus practices, an example being one labour migrant from Indonesia who had to work

several months in order to pay back more than US$1000 to their broker/middleman (Utomo

1990; Bethan 1993 ). Roongshivin (1985), in his study of Thai labour migrants, revealed

that 81 percent of respondents had debts averaging US$1200 or more prior to going

overseas. Hatf of the workers in debt had obtained loans from middle-men at rates of

interest ranging from hve to ten percent a month. Overall, the recruitment procedure was
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time consuming and costly, with all kinds of administrative arrangements beitg required

(Utomo 1990; Bethan 1993; Seok and Yang 1984). A study in the Philippines showed that

for' 57 perùent of uvelseas wùr'kers, tre period between fust applying and actual dcparturc

was three month or less, but for 27 percenf, the waiting period before departure was 4-6

months- For 13 percent, it was 7-12 months (Arnold and Shah 1984; Martin and Richard

1985). Ma.ry labour migrants accumulated debts during this waiting period. Some

prospective workers discovered later that the middle men had disappeared afær collecting

their money (e-g. Kompas, 9 July 1990; Heyzþr et al. 1994). Others had to sell their

pmperties or borrowed money to pay the brokers and the labour supply agency's t-ces, so

when no overseas employment was acquired, or when the wages were less than promised,

the labour migrants and their families faced greater economic hardship ( Hugo 1994a'

Manila Chronicle, 3 February l993;Heyzer et aI. 1994)-

The majority of studies before 1970 did not consider women to be the main labour

migrants. This is probably due to the fact that labour migraúon was, at that time, prima¡ily

a male activity, whilst women and children were dependents who either accompanied the

male migrant or were left behind. However, in recent years feminist researchers have

directed their attention to female migraúon to examine the massive movement of women all

over the world-

2.2. ßemale Migration in Asian Developing Countries

The tendency to view women as dependents of male migrants reflects the prevailing

Wesærn view of men as the primary breadwinners (Morokovasic 1984; Brettel and Simon

1986). But since the 1980s, evidence is accumulating in the literature which documents that

women play a much more active role in both international and intemal migration than this

view allows for (see for example Abello 1992; Beminghausen and Kerstan 1992; Brydon

and Chant (Eds.) 1989; Chant and Radcliffe 1992; Chant (Ed.) 1992; Cremer 1988; Enloe
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1989; Engracia and Herrin, 1984; Heyzer 1986; Hugo L992 ,I994a, I994b ; Hune 1991;

Jones 1992 and 1984; Kung 1983; I-ean 1984a, 1984b; Mather 1985; Manning eurd

Hardjono (Eds.) 1993: Papps 1992; Radcliffe 1990; Shah, Al Qudsi and Shah 1991; Salaff

and Wong 1984; Spaan 1994; Tyner 1994;Zlottttk 1990). The liærature also suggests that

inærnal and international migration are closely intertwined. Often, it appearsi,n"

inærnaúonal flow begins with rural women fust making their way to urban Íueas. It is from

there, when they frnd out from their friends and neighbours that working abroad is more

profitable, that they eventually decide to migrate overseas. Both inærnal and international

migration arc prcdominantly motivatcd by economic factors. Â major pull factor is the

desire to escape poverty and make a betær living elsewhere. For instance, working as a

domestic worker in the Middle East generates a higher income compared to identical work

within the migrant's country of origin. For an Indonesian domestic worker, for example,

working abroad can mean a \page of US$100-187 per month, whilst the highest wage at

home is roughly US$30 (1992 hgures) (Heyzer et aI. 1994). Also, as Puru Shotam (1992)

has found, the monthly salary of a domestic worker can vary according to the worker's

country of origin. In comparison to the Indonesian worker's earnings of US$100-187 per

month (1992), a Thai domestic worker, for example, could earn rougtrly beween US$125

to US$156 per month (1992); a Sri Lankan, about US$156; and a Filipino, around US$187

(Heyznr et al- 1994). Push factors influencing migration include the loss of employment

opportunities in agriculture or in the national economy in general. For example, Engarcia

and Herrin (1984), Enloe (1989) and Tyner (1994) documented despite that most of the

Filipinas were educated to high school level, the Philippine economy was unable to provide

sufficient jobs for them. As a result, domestic work became one of the life boats of many

Filipinas especially in Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Hongkong, and the Middle East, with most

of the Filipino domestic workers being found in Singapore (Time, 3 April 1995).

**i+ êi?loeas\\ r^efÞ,,rS'to *lne wv' i+erlç pre.q\:v"tpl-rCrr -ThiS

cJa¿:Snr'r nleatl *t"r.pt +heLe iS t'lo divec+ recruifi'nei,*
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In Indonesia, it was the introduction of agricultural mechanization and the changing

of harvesting arrangements in rice production in rural areas that particularly triggered a rise

in female migration both inæmally and inærnationally @erninghausen and Kerstan 1992;

Stoler 1977; Schiller 1980; lVhite 1989; Hugo 1992, I994a, 1994b; Cremer 1988; Heyzer

1989; Sajogyo 1983). According to Jones' teZtttuOy of female labour force participation

in Jakarta, 69 percent of rural migrant women were employed in the services sector. In this,

they were particularly concentrated in domestic work, occupying 72 percent of such

employment. Ten years later, Cremer (1988) found that 78 percent of the Indonesian

women departing t'or Saudi Arabia also worked as domestic workers

With respect to the number of domestic workers migrating to the Middle East in

recent years, the number from Indonesia, for example, has expanded from 8000 in 1979 to

50,000 in 1989 (Appteyard 1991). For Kuwait alone, it was estimated that the number of

foreign domestic workers increased from almost 12,000 in 1975 to almost 20,000 in 1980,

triplittg to 63,000 by 1985. According to the Philippines Overseas Employment

Adminisuation, in 1987 there were about 275,567 Filipino domestic workers in the Middle
þltl-

East (fhe Philippines Non Government Team, 1992)- In early 1989 the estimated, was in

the range of 65,600 to 72,6ffi (Shah et aI- I99l)- This increase in the number of Asian

women working in the Middle East has, in large part, been due to governments of sending

countries' development policies ( Appleyard 1991; Hugo I994a; Cremer 1988; Chant (Ed.)

1992;I(ntz et al.1992; Shah ¿r a.I. L989,1991).

In conclusion, overseas domestic work seems to have become a life boat for many

low skilled and low educated women from some of Asian developing countries. Although

migration, in general, has increased, it is overseas work, in particular, that is found

attractive to migrants because it offers them a more prohtable income.

r
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In the next section, I present a feminist perspective on domestic work. The review

foct¡ses on two questions; frstly, how does unpaid domestic work differ from paid domestic

work, and secondly, how has paid domestic work been discussed in the literature.

2.3. Feminist Research on Domestic Work

A lot of Western feminist researchers focusing on housework argue that the existing

sexual division of labour designates domestic work as the housewives' main responsibility at

home (Oakley L974; Wearing 1984; Sharpe 1984; Yeandle 1984 ; Gerson 1985). Work in

the home, such as cleaning, cooking and nurturing, is commorùy regarded as 'dirty work'

that women do natural/y without needing any training. Further, it is unpaid because it is

performed for someone else as a 'labour of love' within a particular set of social relations

@elphy and Leonard 1992; Romero 1992). The defining of the work of the home, as

something done by women instinctively, leads it to being seen as a cheap, easily available

and an unskilled form of labour. A further consequence arising from this is the reluctance of

policy makers to extend legal protecúon to a job that has no proper name and that is not

even seen as 'proper work'. Whether domestic work is seen as less valuable because it is

performed by women, or women are seen as having a lower status as a result of being

associated with this demeaning, and largely unpaid, kind of work, seems to be a circular

debate. However, feminist research has agreed on the fact that domestic work is socially

vital work requiring diverse skills.

Since much of this research has emanated from the West, it is worth asking how the

Vy'estern concept of sexual division of labour applies to Indonesia. Beminghausen and

Kerstan (1991) Williams (1990) and Epstein and V/aris (1981) have found in their studies

of Javanese women, that the Western patriarchal view concept which reduced women to

their roles as housewife and mother, is spreading more and more in rural Java, although

these women also play a significant role in the subsisænce economy as breadwinners. It can
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be implied that in both the Wesærn and Indonesian concepts of the sexual division of

labour, domestic work is perceived as predominantly being thc women's responsibility and

their natural task.

However, this does not necessarily mean that women do their own domestic work.

As Indonesian women have become part of the formal eçonoll# they have increasingly

hired domestic workers to perform domestic chores at home.

While there is a large body of feminist writings on unpaid domestic work, there has

been little work done by feminist researchers on paid domestic work, let alone international

domestic workers. Also, what research there is on paid domestic work in the W'est, is

dominated by historical studies. The recent book ediæd by Heyzer et al. (1994), entitled

The Trade in Domestic Workers: Causes, Mechanism and Consequences of International

Migration, is among the first literature to be found on international paid domestic work in

the Asia and the Pacific region.

What,'then, are the differences between unpaid and paid domestic work? The

differences lie largely in who does the job for whom, and its remuneration. The domestic

work conducted by housewives is ordinarily regarded as an extension of their 'labour of

love'; consequently, it is not paid and therefore does not generate income. In contrast,

domestic work which is carried out by somebody who normally has no family connection

with their employer, is generally paid work, albeit without the sorts of social benehts and

legal proûection associated with many other types of employment. Thus, according to

mainstream economic thought, paid domestic work is productive work whilst unpaid

domestic work is not. However, there are similarities between both in that they are

overwhelmingly feminized. In other words, the different economic value placed on

domestic work done as a 'labour of love' or for pay, does not seem to change the fact that

domestic work is still seen as women's main responsibilit¡1, except that in the latter case it

becomes the work of another woman, who is often from another race and class.
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Clearly, both the feminization of domestic work and the feminization of poverty in

some South and South East Asian developing countries, including Indonesia, and in Latin

Amcric4 has lcd to an increasing number of women of diffcrcnt racc and class working as

domestic workers overseas (fleyz.er et aI- 1994; Enloe 1989). Perceiving foreign domestic

workers as having more differences than simila¡ities with employers determines their

position and status in the host society and in the work place. This position of difference

(referring to different races and cultures which are socially constructed as different, inferior

and subordinate) is what Hall, Held and McGrew (1992) defines as being 'the other who is

not us'.

Enloe (1989) documented that many middle and high class women ( that is, of

higher economic status) in Canada, America, Britain, France, German, Italy, Saudi Arabia

and Kuwait hire lower class women (that is, of lower economic status) from Portugal,

Mexico, Columbia, Jamaica, Sri Lanka, and the Philippines to do their household chores -

their racial and class 'others'. The difference in class enables women in upper income

families to buy their way out of domestic labour and to increase their social status. To

illustrate, in Saudi Arabia, Shah ¿r al. (1991) argued that foreign domestic workers enabled

the Arab women to seek work outside the home, and where women did not work outside

the home, domestic workers fulfilled an important role in augmenting the social status of the

household. Acknowledging that domestic work is women's primary responsibility in a

household, paid domestic workers are generally under the supervision of the mistress of the

family. In this, the mistresses attempt to subject domestic workers to many of the same

forms of control as factory workers are subjected to, including the standardization of

procedures and time management (Romero 1992). They also consider their domestic

workers as their possession, their objects, their diminutive pets, or all these things (Basch

and lærner 1986). Mistresses of the houses, however, are not the only ones who control

domestic workers in the family- Masters of the houses are equally dominant, and the
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domestic workers a¡e considered to be not only their class and racial 'other' but also their

genclered 'other'.

Various rcscarchcrs (Cordon 1985; Caw 1988; Glcnn 1992; Phyllis 1985; Swaisland

1993) observed that in mariy countries, white middle class women could hire other women,

usually recent immigrants, working class women, or women of colour, to perform much of

the hard labour of household tasks. This implies that for Huggins, racial difference is the

principal source of inequality between the female employer and the employee. Studies by

Cock (1980), Collins (1986), King (1988) and Brown (1989), on waged domestic workers

in South Atrica, displayed how these workers were oppressed by both male and tèmale

employers because of their different race. Employment by a female means that the female

employees are doubly subordinated by cumulative effects of class plus race; hiring of

women of different ethnic or racial background not only promotes their own feelings of

racial supeiority, but also enhances their own feelings of power of escaping the stigma of

housework.

Huggins (1987) goes further into the issue of racial subordination in her research on

Aboriginal domestic workers in white Australian households, arguing that despite the

predominance of patriarchal rule in early Australian society, the nation was colonialized on a

racially rather than sexually imperialistic basis. In this case, racial imperialist ideology

granted all Australian women, however victimized by sexist oppression, the right to assume

the role of oppressors in relation to Aborigines.

Part of this racial difference has been the tendency to hire and manage domestic

workers on the basis of racial stereotypes (Romero 1992). For example, the tendency to

employ Indonesian domestic workers in Saudi Arabia is not only due to the similarity in

religion between these nations, but also because there is a perception of character difference

between women of different-Asian cultures (Abella 1992)- Hence, Indonesian women are

favoured because the Saudis consider them as 'sweeter in nature' and 'easier to manage'
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than any other Asian nationalities (Kompas, 14 November 1984). Whilst" Robinson (1990)

noted that in the Middle East, Indonesian domestic workers are treated as 'other', who are

excluded from the protection in Saudi household. Also from the perspectives of the

employers, it is possible that the ever-increasing number of Indonesian women migrants in

Saudi Arabia may seem reason enough to consider them as threatening 'other'. In

consequence, their very numbers may be used as an excuse for, or validation of, their

subordinate position. In addition, the domestic workers are also often represented by the

host nationals in ways that i-ply that it is because they are Asian that they face the

particular difficultics and dangcrs that thcy do (Pettman 1992). Hence, the excuse put

forward is that it may be the sweetness and docility of the Indonesians (gendered racism)

that makes them more vulnerable to exploitaúon by their employers. In other words, racist

ideologies provide a vocabulary about race, culture, and gender differences, an

understanding about who 'we' are and what is 'normal' (Pettman 1992) and, therefore,

what is an accepted practice.

It is not surprising to hnd that the treatment of domestic workers by their employers

reflects the racial, class and cultural discrimination referred to above. Whilst there is

nothing found in the literature with specific reference to Indonesian domestic workers, there

is a significant amount of research on the treatment of foreign domestic workers in general.

Many researchers (e.g. Dawes 1973; Fairchilds 1984; Higgs 1986; Harris 1984; Krantz

1993; Maza 1983; Gordon 1985; and Cock 1980) have described the treatment received by

foreign domestic workers in middle and high class families in the following way. The

employers address their domestic workers by their first names and require them to enter by

the back door. The workers have to eat in the kirchen and wear a uniform. They are not to

initiate conversation but are to remain standing or visibly engaged in work whenever the

employer is in the room. They also have to accept, with gratitude, gifts of discarded

clothing and left over food. They do not have the right to complain about their work
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conditions - for example, they do not have written agreements on hours of work, salaries,

pensions and other social benefits, or over periods of holidays. Their work is not regulated

aml thereforc nol protcctccl by thc labuur lcgislation. Their work is of low s[atus, isulatetl,

privatized and lonely. Furthermore, they are expected to accept mistreatnent without

resistance. Obviously, their treatment may vary between culture, race, class, and countries.

However, it can be presumed that Indonesian domestic workers in Saudi Arabia receive

similar treatment to the above-mentioned examples, if not in all, at least in some of the

ways.

'Working in a foreign environment, then, seems to incur a number of problems for

female domestic workers. In the worþlace, they are subject to discrimination as women

(sexist), as foreigners (racist) and as a subordinate economic class (Hune 1991). First, as

women per se, and in particular, as women of low economic status, they are generally

pushed to the lowest levels of employmeng especially in the services (such as domestic

work) and in the manufacturing sector. They also face physical and sexual abuses. Men, in

contrast, have greater and more diverse opportunities as well as tending to have better paid,

and more attractive, jobs. Further, they are less likely to be situated in private households

where exploitation and maltreatment largely occurs. Second, as foreigners, female domestic

workers may experience oppressive working conditions due to their racial status, and

unregulated work, which threaten their lives, health and safety.

To summarize, ¿ìs paid work, domestic work becomes overshadowed with concerns

about race, gender and class relationship between employers and employees. Whilst

advocating wages for domestic workers is seen as a solution to the problem of low status in

the lVestern feminist literature, this does not challenge the basic sexual division of labour.

'Wages cannot eliminate the psychological and cultural consequences of that sexual division

of labour. Domestic work, regardless of whether it is paid or unpaid, is still overwhelmingly

perceived as women's work-
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In the next chapter, the policias on women and labour, international standards and

the Gulf policies on migrant workers \¡/ill be discussed to obt¿in some ideas on how

Indoneslan women have been peroeivetl in the naLiornl policies and how the international

standa¡ds and the Gulf policies have considered the issue of migrant workers.

I
I
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CTIAPTER Itr

LABOUR MIGRATION : POLICIES, CONVENTIONS AND
WORKER PROTECTION

In this chapter, the focus centres on the main national (Indonesian and Saudi) and

international policies or conventions relating to migration, labour, and women in

development, that impact on the lives of the paid domestic workers of Indonesia working

overseas. That is, the chapter focuses its analysis on the Indonesian policies on women in

rJevcloptrent, miglation and labour, the Gulf Statc policics on migration (adopted by Saudi

Arabia) and the inæmational convenúons or standards for migrant workers which come

under the United Nations legislatory framework. Some attention is also paid to the issue of

the actual labour contract signed by the domestic employee and to trade unions.

The Indonesian policies on women and development, which come under the

authority of the State Ministry for the Role of Women, and their policies on labour, which

come under the auspices of the Ministry of Manpower, have to be considered here because

they affect women migrant workers one way or another. Underlying the æchnical

implementation of these policies are the Broad Guidelines of the State Policy (GBHN)

which are formulated every five years to provide direction for each Ministry in planning its

Five-Year-Plan (PELITA). The GBHN, therefore, acts as the baseline for all development

policies in Indonesia, covering issues from political to socio-economic f,relds of

development. At issue in analysing these policies will be: what are their main concerns, are

domestic workers included in their brief, what sort of regulations are provided, and what, if

any, are their shortcomings?

The policies adopted by Saudi Arabia on labour migration, under the Gulf States

Policies, are also briefly considered as these provide the legislative context of domestic

workers in that country. Further, attention is given to the International Conventions and

legislation regarding labour migration to ascertain, first, what these entail and second,

whether the govemments of Indonesia and Saudi are committed to their intent. Some

attention is also paid to the issue of the work contract, in the context of these national and

international regulations, to elicit what kinds of requirements regarding the domestic
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labourer's working conditions are laid down in such contracts. Finally, the arena of trade

union assistance for the domestic labour work force is canvassed, in particular, to focus on

whether such assistance is available to Indonesian domestic workers abroatl.

First, then, we turn our focus on the critiques of women in development policies.

3.1. Women in Development Policies

It has been presupposed that all social groups, including women, beneltt from the

expanded opportunities provided by modernization and development. It is conventionally

assumed that development processes are gender-neutral and that they enable women who

have been limited by traditional patriarchal icleologies to become autonomous contributors

to society and its development efforts. If women were not absorbed equally into the

modern sector, it was often assumed to be the result of women's conservatism and

stubbomness in maintaining traditional attitudes (Jaquette 1982).

Boserup (1970), Tiano (1987), Tinker, Bramsen and Buvinic (1916), and Dauber

and Cain (1981), however, criticized conventional development planning, arguing that men

and women were affected differently and that women, paticularly those in the lowest socio-

economic groups, were likely to be affected negatively by severe changes of modernization-

By and large, most of the poor third world households depend for their livelihood on

women's contributions of labour, income and other resources. However, many studies have

shown that women have become impoverished both in absoluæ and relaúve terms. The

studies demonstrate that women are margnahzed in the subsistence and informal sectors of

the third world economies and are frequently conhned to the most precarious and

vulnerable sectors of production (Arizpe 1977; Barrett and Browne 1993; Boulding 1981;

Rogers 1980; Mies 1980; Elson and Pearson 1984; Martin-Schiller 1989; Whiæ 1989;

Deere 1983; Heyzm 1986; Dauber and Cain 1981). For example, women are often

displaced from their traditional occupations by the introduction of innovative and modern,

capital intensive agricultural æchnologies (Beminghausen and Kerstan 1992; Stoler l9l7:

Dauber and Cain 1981; White 1989; Boulding 1981; Sajogyo 1983). Many poof women

are forced to work longer and harder to ñ¡lfill their reproductive and productive role.s

because of their marginalization and attachment to domestic and subsisænce activities and

their limiæd access to cash, land and other resources (Roger 1980; Buvinic 1983; Mayra,
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Margaret and William 1983). To illustraæ, although women a¡e the main food producers in

society, they are frequently excluded from access to agricultural extension services which

could assist them in improving agricultural activities (Sayogyu 1983; Stoler 1977; White

1989; Staudt 1977; Nelson 1981). Furthermore, in the development planning process,

important inputs such as water and fuel, along with appropriate technology, which would

relieve the long hours and drudgery of much of women's work, are often ignored @almer

1983; Staudt 1977;Tiano 1987).

Assumptions about women's roles, and their invisibility, in development are also

disadvantageous to women in the Third World because it means that their needs are not

adequately considered in govemment policies and programme formulation. To illustrate, it

is extensively presumed by planners that heads of households are predominantly males. But

in reality, as many as a third of Third World households are headed by women who are

frequently the poorest of the poor (Nelson l97l; Buvinic 1983; Mayra et al- 1983;

Charlton, 1934). For example, in urban areas, especially in Latin Americ4 the Ca¡ribean

and parts of Africa, the number of households headed by females had reached 50 percent or

more by the early 1990s (Moser 1993). Also, Hetler (1986 ciæd in Hugo I994a)

documented that one in eight households in Indonesia was headed by women in the mid-

1980s. The invisibility of women's role in development has also been based on the

assumption that women's reproductive roles within the family are of little economic value.

To become an economic activity in the eyes of mainstream economists and planners,

women's unpaid domestic work has to encompass one of the following economic criæria:

gross domestic product, balance of payments, economic growth, efhciency and

productivity. However, women's domestic work is devoid of all these characteristics.

Accordingly, the definition of economically active refers to the labour force which is

economically valued @eneria 1981 and 19821' Palmer 1983; Buvinic 1983; Sayogyo 1983).

As a result, ',vomen's productive and reproductive roles in the private and public spheres

tend to be neglected in development planning.

'Women in Development (WID) approaches since the early 1970s have argued for

the inclusion of women in development planning, and various versions of WTD policies have

been adopted - at least in theory - by many countries around the world (for example,

Buvinic 1983; Moser 1993). However, the limited success of such policies have led some
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feminist critics to argue that greater gender-awareness at various levels of development

planning is needed in order to achieve the successful implementation of / Cender and

development policies. The Gender and Development (GAD) approach algued fur hcrc is

based on Molyneux's concepts (1985) and developed further by Moser (1991,1993). It

distinguishes practical and straægic gender needs and/or interests, whereby the former,

commonly prioritised in many WID policies, focus on ways of improving women's daily

lives, whereas the latter are concerned with the lransformation of unequal power relations

between women and men. While these two types of interests may not always be easy to

sepatate, this distinction has been useful in characterising existing policies, and serves us

here to identify the Indonesian policies as a'WID, rather than a GAD approach.

3.2 The Indonesian Women in Development (WID) Policies: A Critique

In Indonesia, women were not considered in development policy until after the

International Year of Women (fYÐ in 1975, when intemational attention was drawn to the

gender-based effects of development policies. Fotlowing the proceedings of the IYW, for

the flust time, in 1978, a section on the role of women in national development was

incorporated into the Broad Guidelines of the State Policy (GBHN) of the Third National

Development Plan (1973-1933). An Associate Minister for the Role of Women was

appointed by the President of the Republic of Indonesia in 1978 with responsibility for those

issues relating to Indonesian development. The position of the Associate Minister was later

elevated to State Minister for the Role of Women in 1983.

In the 1993 GBHN edition, the section relating to the Role of Women in National

Development was placed as the last sub-section within a chapter entitled 'People's Welfare,

Education and Culture (GBHN 1993 263-265). By including a passage about women

within such a chapter - that is, one which is essentially concerned with welfa¡e and culture -

women have been constructed as both the custodians of culture and welfare and as the

nurturers of society. This, I assert, brings to light a basic contradiction within the

Indonesian development policy approach to women. WhilsL on one hand, there is some

suggestion that women should be encouraged to actively participate in all walla of life, on

the other, there is a considerable emphasis placed on their responsibility in the private
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sphere. Support for this position is found in the GBHN which states that "women are

responsible for the social welfare of the fa-il¡6td development of children, teenagers and

youths toward the achievment of total development of Indonesians" (GBHN 1993:107-8).

Further, it is stated that women's roles in society and development should not conflict with

their roles in the family. Their duties are to ensure an increased level of nutrition, health and

education (including religious educaúon) for the family and to provide for their children's

survival, physical, mental and intellectual growth, as well as their personal and social

adjustment- Clearly, this promotes the notion that women's primary responsibility within

the private sphere is inherent in women's biology and physical appearance. Walby (1990)

has suggested that the time women allocate to work within the household would inevitably
rlP

reduce their skills and ability in^world of formal, paid work. As a consequence, women's

position/ in society has been relegated to one that is secondary to that held by men. At the

same time, in order to fulfill conflicting demands both inside and outside households,

Indonesian women have to become super women who relentlessly have to manage their

lives, their children's (as the future generaúon), their families' and spouses'. The GBHN

also declares that women's roles in development should continuously be augmented and

guided in order to increase their participation and contribution to the development of the

nation "in conformity with their nature, dignity and position" (GBHN 1993: 263-264).

Their nature, dignity and position is taken as predetermined and pregiven, and therefore to

be preserved and maintained by sociefy. Consequently, society is incessantly requested to

perceive women as being in harmony with their nature as women. Such an approach clearly

infers that women, who are constructed as a homogeneous group, require direction and

guidance from others.

On the positive side, the policies solidiff the concept that the family is one of the

most important aspects of Indonesian society and that women occupy a central role in

maintaining it. They also suggest that the survival of children is one of the main objectives

of the women in development policies. The shorûcomings, I argue, are that there are

overexpectations placed on the role of Indonesian women within public and private spheres

in which the socio-cultural patriarchal background of the country still hinders the possibility

of women meeting their full potential in development. As noted, in general, women's main

responsibility in the household is unquestioned and is deemed to be the primary function and
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role, whilst their responsibility outside the domestic domain, albeit increasingly recognised

as important, is seen as a secondary function.

Whilst there is this emphasis on the privaæ sphere, at the same time, the same article

also suggests that women should be provided "with skills and knowledge so that they can

take more advantage of work opportunities"(GBHN 1993: 263-264). However, whilst

these are important objectives, more opportr¡nities to work does not necessarily change the

root causes of gender inequality, nor does it ensure benehts to women. Many studies

(Elson and Pearson 1981, 1982; Heyzer 1986; Salatr 1981; Young, Wolkowiø and

McCullagh 1981) indicaæ that work opportunities for women do not ultimaæly change

women's subordination and oppression. To illustrate, export-oriented factories ernploy a

cheap, female labour force that can be readily laid off in times of low demand. Work in

such factories does not necessarily translate into adequate wages or economic security for

women_

Within the framework of the GBHN, another article (GBHN 1993: 265) portrays

women workers as fundamental to all helds of development. Therefore, it suggests,

"specific attention" should be given to "their increased protection and welfare, domestic and

abroad". However, whilst this declaration may appear to be sufficient for ensuring the

adequacy of domestic workers' conditions, it has not resulæd in sufficient action in practice.

For instance, and as this thesis shows, women who work as domestic workers within, and

outside, the country have long been acknowledged as undergoing mistreatrnent in their

workplace. The nature of the work, which is privatized and isolated, is inclined to place

women in a precarious and vulnerable position, and often in poor working conditions.

Hence, in light of the various reports on the plight of domestic workers, both within the

country and abroad, a thorough invesigation is needed to establish whether there are

significant actions undertaken by relevant governments to improve the working conditions

of these domestic workers. One thing is clear, the State Ministry for the Role of Women,

which is responsible for the implementation of the women in development policies, does not

consider it as the Ministry's responsibility to include the realm of domestic workers in its

policies and planning. Rather, they assume that it is the duty of the Ministry of Manpower

to care for the workers internally and internationally-
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In general, what can be concluded from the above mentioned policies? It appears

evident that the Indonesian government sees women as bearers of reproductive and

produc[ivc rulcs but gives little attention to the clashcs, contradictions, and ofæn hardship

arising from attempts to fulfilling these. 'We can see from the inænt of the afore-mentioned

policies, that the Indonesian women, while acting as the sole educators and nurturers of the

family, should also be participating actively in the public sphere as workers and as

community membem and citizens. Their participation in these different environments is,

however, restricted by their traditional and stereotyped roles within the household. In fact,

several problems arise from the way in which women are represented in these policies.

First, the policies assumc that women's work is of a nÍurow type and character, ancl one

that is in keeping with the women's nature. Second, and linked with the first, is the problem

that women cannot ñrlly participate in the development process and in the process of

production due to their sole responsibility within the private sphere. Third, the policies

contain the assumption that the present sexual division of labour e¡-prssees is merely a

biological matter, where women's designaæd roles in both the public and private spheres

are associated with their biological and physical appearance. Fourth, and importantly for

this thesis, they do not encapsulate women's role in paid domestic work, which refers to the

combination of women's reproductive as well as productive roles. Fifth, they constituæy'a

complete acceptance of the continuation of existing gender subordination and mode of

production in both domains.

The conceptual unde¡pinnings of the GBHN section on the role of women,

therefore, have implications for paid domestic workers, as they make no space for the

notion of domestic work in the public sphere. Consequently, paid domestic workers and

their needs are also absent in the programme implementation of the State Ministry for the

Role of 'Women.

3.3. The Indonesian Labour Policies: A Critique

If the women in development policies of the State Ministry fbr the Role of Women

have overlooked these workers, how do they fare in the implementation of the Indonesian

labour policies? In the 1993 Broad Guidelines of the State Policy (GBHN), the chapter
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relating to labour policies is locaæd undelnmain chapær of Economy. Domestic work in the

public sphere, however, is not covered by these guidelines despiæ the fact that it is

monetized, mainly because such work remains in thc i¡rfunnal se,ctot' - att arc¡ra nu[

considered within 'the economy'. Further, the invisibility of paid domestic work, as

women's work, in the GBHN is compounded by the ostensible gender-neutrality of the

labour policies as these make no distinction between men's work and women's work. As a

result, women, and in particular those in the informal sector, such as paid tlomestic workers,

remain marginalized from the mainstream development process because of this lack of

visibility in the policy process and programme implemention.

The passage on labour policies reveals that the developmcnt of thc labour forcc is

0.
aimed at creating-"professional, productive and self-sustained labour force" (GBHN L993:'À^
L74)- This policy, however, would be difhcult to translate into reality, since most of the

labour is still struggling at the lowest level of the economy, with low skills and education.

Hence, most of the labour force is far from the heights of professionalism and productivity

aimed for in this policy (Country Report 1994)- Clearly, the policies would be more

applicable and beneficial to most of the low skilled Indonesian workers, such as domestic

workers, if they emphasized, and were targetted to, the needs of this group, and to the

betterment of their living and working conditions, both abroad and within the country.

As already indicated, another article in the GBHN stipulates that women workers

should be given "sperific attention and protection in harmony with their self-esteem, nature

and dignity as women"(GBHN 1993:174)- The policies, I claim, apart from showing an

honourable aim of paying respect and honour to women, also promote the notion of

women's inequality with men. So whilst the objectives of the policies are well-intended, in

reality the result is that they do nothing to prevent many women from being exposed to a lot

of pressure, exploitation and abuses which will impinge upon their lives, health and safety.

As noted above, the policies have nothing to say on the working conditions of domestic

labourers. In contrast, work in the formal sector grants its workers rights embodied in

labour legislaúon, regulations and policies. This implies that their work is covered with

social security benehts, work protection, health in.surance and superannuation schemes.

However, paid domesic work, whilst being regarded as work because it generates income,

is not considered to be part of the labour system. Consequently, this form of work is
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excluded from the protection of tegislation and regulations concerning workers' rights.

Hence, poor working conditions usually prevail in this sector where many of the poor, lowly

status womcn scck a livclihood. For domestic workers abroad the problem is exacerbated

by the fact that Indonesian labour legislation, even if it did apply to domestic service, does

not extend beyond the staæ borders.

Whilst domestic labourers working overseas lack the protection of national

legislation and regulations, thcir work is still offrcially recognized as being an important part

of the Indonesian economy. For example, one study documents that overseas domestic

workers' remittances contribute about twenty five percent of the non-oil export revenue of

Indonesia (L,eela Gulati 1993 cited in Wiyono 1995). Such remittances are clainted lÐ4he

to be of economic benefit, and are used to finance imports, enhance

national savings and have positive effects on the country's balance of payments (Priyono

1995). Indeed, one passage in the GBHN proposes that the "export of workers overseas is

concurrent with export of other commodities", with the primary aim of exports being to

acquire foreign exchange (GBHN 1993 177-118). This emphasis in the policy, however,

gives the impression that the overseas workers are merely to be regarded as commodities.

Yet, if labour is perceived to be merely one of the various commodities which renders

lucrative business for Indonesia, instead of being seen as flesh and blood human beings who

also need security and work protection as well as work satisfaction, then, their primary

needs and problems will be overlooked, as appeals to be the current case.

To conclude, the Indonesian Government's attitude towards domestic workers

abroad appears to be ambivalent. On the one hand, the govemment recognises their vital

contribution to Indonesia's economic development through their remittances. On the other

hand, the work itself is not considered to be an important issue in labour policies due to its

privatized and informal nature. As shown in the previous section, only work which acquires

qualifred and recognised skills is included in labour legislation and regulaúons. It could be

argued that a reason for excluding domestic workers is that their work is not perceived to

be in need of protection and regulation because it is performed in the presumed safety

proæction of the domestic sphere.

This, however, is a simplistic view. Working in a private household, I argue, placcs

women in a vulnerable situation, where domestic workers can be easily cont¡olled and
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exploited by their employers, in part, precisely because the household is considered to be

private sphere where no one, or nothing, can tresspass except with the owner's permission.

Even though the Government continues to attempt to rectify this situation, the

increasing number of cases of maltreaünent against the Indonesian domestic workers

undermines the Government's endeavours. Greater efforts and political will to change this

condition are unquestionably required in the future.

3.4. Regulatiorn Pertaining to Overseas Workers

The purpose of this section is to discuss those regulations introduced by the

Inclonesi¿ur Government (under the Ministry of Manpower) conceming Indonesian dornestic

workers abroad. The aim is to elicit the nature of these regulations and the extent to which

these have been implemented.

As noted, the Government recognizes the economic value of the Indonsian overseas

labour force to the economy. In consequence, in 1970, the Ministry of Manpower

proclaimed a regulation, PER 00411970, to manage and control the operation of labour

supply agencies in deployment of Indonesian workers overseas. In 1981, a¡ound 160 labour

supply agencies/recruiters were registered within the Ministry of Manpower. Most of these

agencies provide training to overseas domestic workers offering courses in cooking,

cleaning, baby-sitting and the basics in Arabic language and culture. The training usually

requires three months and upon successful completion of the courses, the prospective

domestic workers receive their certification.

By 1983, and as a result of the increased number and variety of overseas workers

and the perceived need to keep accurate statistics on these migrants, an Office for Overseas

Employment (AKAN) was set up within the Ministry of Manpower in Jakarta, under the

Ministerial Decree no 525i 1983. The aim of this off,rce has been to encourage, control and

coordinate recruitment and deployment of the lndonesian overseas *orrc.à¿ to maintain X

data on those transmitted.

Of the other regulations under the Ministry of Manpower, the most important ones

are regulation No.PER 01/N4EN/1986 on Intercountry Employment and Deri.sion no KEP

3/ì\4EN/1986, which state that the labour supply agency, on behalf of the Arabian employer,

should sign the employment contract with a domestic worker, and have it witnessed by a
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representative from the Ministry of Labour on behalf of the Minister of Manpower. Some

examples of conditions written into contracts, as cited by Utomo (1990: 128-131) are that :

"Employers should ñ¡lly pay the salary of domestic workers each month and should insure

their workers " (Article 7); "Employers should give their domestic workers rest and sleep

for eight hours per day" (futicle 9); "Employers should allow their dometic workers to

send and receive letters without being censored" (Article 10); and 'TVhen domestic workers

are ill, employers should be responsible for their medical treatment until they are fully

recovered" (A¡ticle 15).

The contract, prepared by the Govemment of Indonesia, however, cannot be

enforcecl in Saudi A¡abia because the laws of Indonesia are not administered outside its

borders. Therefore, the Indonesia¡r Government does not extend any legal protection for

these workers. The lack of legal backing is confirmed by the Ministerial Decree,

No.KEP106/lvfEN/1991, which states that, in the case of a dispute between an employer

and a domestic worker, the Indonesian Government or its diplomatic representative in the

Embassy, can consult with the worker (over 'small dispuæs') but cannot infringe upon the

the intemal affairs of Saudi Arabia. The Government's reluctance to become involved in

defending the rights of domestic workers in Saudi Arabia can be interyreted as signalling

two things : first, that the issues of domestic workers are deemed to be of little signifrcance

and therefore unworthy of the Government's efforts and troubles, with no further action

being required; and, second, that the Government is more concerned about maintaining a

good relationship with the Government of Saudi Arabia and does not want to risk damaging

it by interfering with internal matters. Indeed, the finding of recent studies conducûed by the

Women's Studies Centre of Padjadjaran University in Indonesia (1992), suggest that the

requirement embodied in the contracts, granúng rights to prospective overseas workers, are

rarely adhered to.

Another problem faced by domestic workers overseas is that, given the inadequacy

of the trade union structure in Indonesia, there is no domestic workers' trade union that can

provide them any assistance. If such a union existed, it would be able to assist those

deployed in Saudi Arabia through its representative in this country. Accordingly, to gain

such protection, each domestic worker would be required to become a member of the

union. Also, Saudi Arabia similarly lacls a union movement (Heyzer et-al- 1994) and,
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hence, there is no recourse in that country either to union support for these overseas

workers.

In conclusion, whilsr there is an office (AKAN) with thc task of coordirtatiug labuur

supply agencies and overseas workers, and regulations pertaining to contracts for overseas

workers, there are no regulations which directly protect Indonesian domestic workers

abroad. In this, the Indonesian Govemment is presumed to be either lacking intetest in the

needs of the workers or putting its relationship with Saudi (and other labour-importing

nations) as top priority vis-a-vis the workers. Further, there is no union basis in either Saudi

Arabia or Indonesia which can provide a support network for the workers.

3.5. Labour Migration Policies of the Gulf States

So far we have discussed Indonesia's policies on women and development and

labour and Indonesia's regulations pertaining to overseas workers. I argue that it is also

significant and relevant to discuss the labour migration policies of the Government of Saudi

Arabia as the country which receives most of the Indonesian domestic workers. The point

of view of this Government also has implications for the way in which the Government of

Indonesia (as the sending country) handles the migrant domestic worker issue.

Saudi Arabia is a member of Gulf States, therefore its labour migration policies are

enveloped within the Gulf States)policies. The Gulf States labour migration policies are

characterized by the overarching goal of preserving their existing political structure and the

dominant position of the national population and of preserving the strict laws and

rcgulations pertaining to the entry and employment of foreigners.

In order to protect themselves against social and political domination by foreigners

residing in their countries, the Gulf St¿æs endeavour to enact a strict strategy concerning

citizenship and naturalization laws. The laws grant the privilege of citizenship on the

combined basis of the blood principle (i.e. being born to a Gulf parent in, or outside, the

country) and the territorial principle (i.e. having resided continuously within the country for

t
several years) S.ussel i989; Shadid et.al L992; Ee.lens an<l Speckmann 1990).

Migration policies aim at minimizing the number of migrants enæring the country

and at limiting their period of residence. The specific rules and regulations stating
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conditions of entry and employment of overseas contract workers can be found in different

labour codes and amendments. Normally, they require all visitors to present an entry visa

on arrival. In the case of a social or commercial visit, uverseas colìtract workers have to

apply to the Ministry of the Inærior for an entry visa When the purpose of entry is

employment, the application has to be made by the labour supply agencies or employers. In

this case, residence and work permits have to be issued by the Ministries of Interior, Labour

and Social Affairs (Dib 1983). Work permis and entty visas are issued on the basis of

specific conditions such as age, health, competence and qualifications relevant to the job in

question, as w.ell as on the basis of good reputation and behaviour of the applicants (Eelens

ancl Speckmann 1990). Work permits have to be renewed annually and, whcn canccllcd,

residence permits become invalid. The right of labour supply agencies/employers to recruit

overseas contract workers is conditional in the sense that permission has to be given by the

authorities, the concerned ministries, only when a national is not available for the job in

question. In all of the Middle East countries, the primary responsibility is taken by the

labour supply agencies or sponsors and employers. He /she is liable for the conduct of the

employee and is obliged to ensure that he/she is employed in accordance with local

legislation. Employees are generally required to relinquish their passports and other travel

documents to the employers (Eelens et al. 1990). These important documents are returned

on the completion of the two yeil employment contract.

As all labour migration from Asian countries is contract labour migration in which

the workers are not granted citizen stâtus, these domestic workers remain virtually

unprotected by Saudi laws and a¡e therefore totålly dependent on the goodwill of their

employers as well as both Governments for their well-being.

3.6. Problems of Deployment of Indonesian Overseas Workers

Whilst domestic workers lack proæction, clearly, however, as this section illustrates,

some form of protection and effective regulation is required. Data collected from Kompas

newspaper clippings from 1984-1995 reveal that there are three types of problems faced by

domestic workers overseas, namely lack of information, inadequate protection and unfair

treatment. This can be seen at every stage; a) before departure and while waiting; b) while

working overseas and ; c) when returning from abroad.
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Many of the clippings indicate that before departure, labour supply agencies agents

offer erroneous information as an enticement. For instance, two of the pledges which are

rarely upheld are that there will be a chance for pmspecLivc wulkers tú tt¿rks a Haji

(pilgrimage) to Mecca in Saudi Arabia and to receive attractive salaries. Every worker has

to pay a commission which varies according to the country of destination, type of work, and

sex of a recruit. Prospective female workers have to submit a higher levy than merif o*ing

to the high demand for jobs in Saudi Arabia, to Immigration and Manpower Department

ofhcials who are in league with labour supply agencies. An intricate and elaborate

bureaucracy requires that the prospective workers submit to a complex and time consuming

process, which gives rise to illegal practices which arc sccmingly more inexpensive but

which hold greater danger of exploitation.

While waiting, and after being given training for the job, prospective overseas

workers are housed together in a dormitory, where they have to stay for a few weeks or

months until their departure. They sometimes have to sleep on a mat on the floor in a

poorly venúlated room (Kompas, 21 October 1989). The prospective workers are mostly

kept ignorant of what kinds of employers they will work for abroad, and what kinds of

problems they are likely to face. Further, the content of their contract of employment,

which is signed by the labour supply agency, the prospective worker, and a representative of

Ministry of Manpower, are rarely understood by the prospective worker.

While working overseas, domestic workers need to adjust to a new environment

and accommodate to their new employer's life style and customs. Also, owing to the

privatization of the work, it is impossible to control how the employer treats their overseas

domestic workers and their fate is wholly in their employer's hands. Fernea (1985) revealed

that domestic workers who came from foreign countries were treated like khadam, or

slaves. This is facilitated by the pracúce of requiring overseas workers to submit their

passports to their employers until the end of their contracts, presumably to prevent them

from fleeing the country. To illustrate, there is a multitude of stories from domestic

workers in Saudi Arabia claiming maltreatment, rape and sexual abuse. The social climate

in that country is such that even foreign workers who carry out specialized work (hospital

staff, æachers, etc) are treated as servants, a role considered to be but a small step up from

'slave' @ethan L993; Utomo 1990). For domestic workers then, if conditions are so bad
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that they choose to run away from their employer's place, the police will arrest them and

any complaint is almost always ignored. They are then sent back to Indonesia, assuming

that their employer wishes it, at their own expense, becûuse they ûre seen to havc not

fulfilled the employment contract. If the employer wishes, however, they are constrained to

continue working for them, usually under even worse conditions than before, and until the

end of the contract.

Whcn returning home, first of all, returned domestic workers have to usc

transportation designated by labour supply agencies who often take advantage of them.

They must pay a considerable amount of money for busfares to their hometowns. Another

problem is, when changing their Arabic curency into an Inclonesian crrrency at the

Airport Bank, the exchange rate is ordinarily lower than in any other places outside the

Airport. Finally, when they arrive in their hometowns, they sometimes hnd that their hard-

earned money has been squandered by their family. A large proportion of returnees

therefore find themselves in a position where they must queue once again for overseas work

in an attempt to improve their lives.

In conclusion, working overseas is problematic, and can become a vicious circle. On

one hand, it provides workers with a sufficient amount of income to sustain themselves and

their families. On the other hand, it raises many problems which cannot be easily resolved.

3.7. International Labour Conventions and Recommendations for Migrant
Workers

Despiæ the aforementioned lack of protection in legislation for Indonesian workers

deployed overseas, there are some inærnational conventions (or standards) and

recommendations for migrant workers under the United Naúons legislatory framework

which are concemed with the protection of such workers. Unfortunately, only a handful of

countries have ever signed or ratified the conventions whilst the recommendations are

neither subject to ratification nor formally binding.

Intemational labour conventions, when ratified (rather than just being signed) by

member countries under the United Nations, carry a formal commifrnent for thei¡

implementation at the naúonal level. In other words, the member countries which ratify
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ILO Conventions are required, both by inærnational law and by the provisions of the ILO

Constitution, to bring their internal laws and practice into conformity with the conventions.

Thc mcmbcr countrics arc bound OlliO Constitution "to take such actions as may bc

necessary to make effective the provisions of such conventions", except when existing laws,

awards, customs or agreements ensure "more favourable conditions to the workers

concerned than those provided for in the Convention" (ILO Constitution, cited in tæary

1982:10). In addition to the obligaúons demanded by terms of each convention, the ILO

Constitution imposes a further obligation on ratifying Member countries through Arttcle 22

of the Constitution which declares that :

"Each of the Members agrees to make an annual report
to the International Labour Office on the measures which
it has taken to give effect to the provisions of conventions
which it is a party. These reports shall be made in such
forms and shall contâin such particulars as the Governing
Body may request".
(ILO Constitution cited in \*,ary 1982:11)

The first ILO Convention (no 97) añ a separate Recommendation (no 86), both

concerning Migration for Employment, were initiaæd n 1949. To date, the convention has

only been ratified by two countries, namely Malaysia *rOF New Zealand. A more

contemporary convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and

Members of Their Families, which was adopæd by the United Nations General Assembly in

1990, has been ratified by Morocco and Mexico, and has been signed by the Philippines,

Tunisia and Egypt. However, neither Indonesia nor Saudi Arabia have signed or ratified the

two conventions (Kompas, l0 May 1995).

It is important to briefly survey the existing conventions and their potential benefits

to migrant workers which are lost to non-signatory member countries- The convention

which is most relevant to this study is the aforementioned 1990 Convention on the

Protection of the Rights of All Migrant 'Workers and the Members of Their Families.

Several articles which provide protection to overseas wo.Êers relate respectively to : i) the

prohibition of torture, or cruel inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment to overseas

workers, ü) plohibitiou of slavery or compulsory labour aml üi) matLers relatetl to the

employment contract. The fì¡st two articles clearly relate specifically to migrant workers

whilst they are working overseas. The last article relates especially to the rights of
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prospective workers before their departure. The guidelines in the convention state that

prior to departure, migrant workers have the right to receive an employment contract,

which is prcpared by both given countries, covering their conditions of work, terms of

employment and rates of pay. The Government of Indonesia, which has neither signed nor

ratified this convention, has also not developed bilaæral labour cooperation with the Arab

Saudi Government on the issue of contracts. The result is a contract which is only settled

by one perty- the Indonesian Government - which, as the previous section indicated, cannot

be administered in Saudi A¡abia-

Besides the hrst ILO Convention no 97 and Recommendation no 86, concerning

Migration of Employment in 1949, aunl the 1990 Convenlion on Protection of the Rights of

All Migrant'Workers and Members of Their Families, there are several other international

labour standards or conventions and recommendations which impinge upon migrant

workers. These are:

Convention no 97lRev.1949 Migration for Employment

Recommendation no 100/1955 Protection of Migrant Workers in
Underdeveloped Countries and Territories

Recommendation no l5Ill97 5 Migrant Workers

Convention no 14311975 Migration in Abusive Conditions and the
Promotion of Equality and Opportunity and
Treatment of Migrant Workers

None of these, however, have been signed or ratified by either the Indonesian or the

Saudi Government. Also warrenting attention are the main Conventions and

Recommendations which deal with social security matters for migrant workers, that is:

Convention no 118/1962 Equality of Treatment of Nationals and
Non-Nationals in Social Security

Convention no 15111982 Maintenance of Social Security Rights

Recommendation no 16711983 Maintenance of Social Security Righæ

Again, neither Saudi A¡abia nor Indonesia have ratified these conventions. To conclude, I

claim that the implementation of the Convention(s) by both nations would be of great
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benefrt to the welfare of Indonesian domestic workers deployed abroad. However, such

implementation would greatly depend on the political will of these Governments and the

active interest of employers' and workers' organizations in these nations.

In conclusion, as this chapær has shown, the problematic issues concerning overseas

domestic workers stem at least in part from the inadequacy of policies and legislation in

both Indonesia and Saudi A¡abia. For Indonesia, neither the women and development or

the labour policies include domestic workers' issues in their brief. Further, the Ministf/ of

Manpower's regulations mainly deal with administrative matters - of recruiting overseas

workers and management of labour supply agencies rather than protecting overseas

workers. Also, the availability of inærnational conventions on migrant workers have no

meaning for the domestic workers' well-being, given the Indonesian and Saudi

Governments' failure to ratify them.
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CTIAPTER fV

CHARACTERISTICS OF INDONESIAN
DOMESTIC WORKERS IN SAUDI ARABIA

The functions of this chapter are two-pronged. First, the general characteristics of

Indonesian women will be outlined to serve as a general backdrop on the position of those

Indonesian women who work as domestic workers both abroad and within the country. In

particular, their level of education will be ascertained, as education is a significant

development indicator, having a significant impact on the economic and class status of

women. Second, the chapter will picture, statistically, the number of Indonesian overseas

contract workers in Saudi Arabia from the early 1980s. The increasing number of women

working overseas each year verifies the economic importance of this work for both women

and the Indonesian Government.

4.1. Characteristics of the Indonesian \ilomen's Population

Indonesia is the world's populous country living on more than 30ü)

islands with more than 200 ethnolinguistic groups (Country Report 1994). The total

population was around 173 million in 1990 (1990 Population Census) of whom 93 perccnt

were Muslim. Women represented approximately 50.3 percent of this total (Population

Census 1990).

According to Mariyah (Inside Indonesia, March 1995), 53.62 percent of the

Indonesian women work in the agricultural sector, although this percentage is on a

downwa¡d trend. In the laæ 1980s and 1990s the number of men surpassed that of women

working in the agricultural sector, owing to the introduction of modern agricultural

æchnologies in rural areas, which have displaced much of women's traditional work

@erninghausen and Kerstan 1992; Martin-Schiller 1989; White 1989; Stoler 1977 Can
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1986; Sayogyo 1933). For example, Hugo (1993) found that modern technology in rice

cultivation involved direct seeding of rice instead of labour intensive transplanting, using

pesticides instead of labour intensive weeding and hand tractors instead of plough. As a

result, as much as much as a third of the agricultural workforce, both men and women, have

had to find off-farm employment. Having found no work in rural areas, they have migrated

to nearby urban areas in search of employment. However, because of their low level of

education and skills, women's employment opportunities, in particular are severely

hampered. Hence, in urban areas, they are inevitably engaged in informal sector work,

namcly as street traders and domestic workers (Country report 1994) which, owing to its

low productivity and skills, does not result in a substantial amount of eamings for its

workers. Tables 4.1. and 4.2. give some indication of the educational status of women in

Indonesia-

Table 4.1., indicating the level of education attained by rural and urban females

(1971-1985), demonstrates that the overall non-attendance for females is high and that the

percentage of females who did not attend school was higher in rural areas than in urban

areas. In 1971, the percentåge of females who did not attend school in rural a¡eas was 55.1

percent whilst in urban areas it was 31.6 percent. Although the percentage dropped in 1985

to 29.9 percent in rural and 14.6 percent in urban areas, the former still present a higher

level of non-attendance for females. The table also illustrates that a signihcant proportion

of females do not hnish primary school. In this, there is a marked difference between the

rural and urban areas, in the 1985 survey period, when 39.8 percent of females from rural

a¡eas did not complete their primary education, compared to only 28.9 percent of those in

urban areas. As the table also indicates, no rural, and a small percentage of urban, females

attained the academy/university level of education (only 0.4 percent n 1911, a figure which

remained constant in 1985.).
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Table 4.1.: Percentage Distribution of Females by Educational Attainment
1971 - 198s

34.0 44.77.3 16.4N(MILLIOI.Ð

100.0 100.0100.0 100.0TOTAL

0.4 0.4I.]NTVERSITY

0.4 0.8ACADEMY

0.3 1.32.2 5.1VOCATIONAL

N.AN.A.UPPERSECONDARY
SCHOOL

t.2 3.81.9 13.2LOWERStrCONDARY
SCHOOL

13.6 23.423.8 27.8COMPLETED PRIMARY
SCHOOL

29.2 39.828.8 28.9DIDN.TCOMPLETE
PRIMARY SCHOOL

55.1 29.931.6 74.6NO SCHOOLING

RURAL

t97t 1985

URBAN

t97t 1985

EDUCATIONAL
LEVEL

Sources: Indonesian Census 1971 and Intercensal Survey 1985

Table 4.2., outlining the educaúonal attainment level of the population fifteen years

and over, from 1985-1990 (broken down by gender), also indicates that the percentage of

females who did not attend school remained high in the late 1980s. Further, it illustrates

that the percentage was more than twice as high as the equivalent f,rgure for males.
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However, the figures for incompletey'nrimary schooling were similar for boys and girls at

around 24 percent in 1990. The percentage of females completing lower or secondary

schooling displays a significant improvement since the 1970s, but is strll much lower than

that of males-

Table 4.2.: Population Aged 15 years and Over by Educational AttainmenÇ
1985-1990

PERCENTAGE OF POPULATION WITTI:

100.01.924.530.124.618.91990

loo.oo.918.927.829.722.71985M+F

100.01.320.328.124.925.41990
100.0o.514.625.O29.330.61985F

r oo.o2.528.8?2.224-112.2I 990
loo.o1.423.130.830.114.4I 985M

N
To

ACADEMIC/
UNTVERSITY
EDUCATION

COMPLETED
LOWEROR

IJPPER.
SECONDARY
SCHOOLING

COMPLETED
PRIMARY

SCHOOLING

INCOMPLETE
PRIMARY

SCH(X)LING

NO
SCHOOLING

YEAR

Sou¡ces: Jones and Manning, 1990; CBS 1990; 1990 Population Census(cited in Hugo 1994a:14)

In addition to having low levels of skills and education (which includes those with

no schooling, those who have not completed, or have only completed, primary school and

lower secondary school), an abundant number of Indonesian women are the heads of poor

households. In 1990, 13.3 percent of households were headed by women compared with 14

percent in 1980. Of these, a large proportion were living below the poverty line (71 percent

in 1985, a marked increase from 58 percent in 1971) with a high proportion of this

percentage beittg widows (65 percent in 1985) or separated (18 percent in 1985)- Most of

these poor female heads of households, range in age between 25 and 35 years old (Country

Report Indonesia,l994). Hetler's findings (1986 ciæd in Hugo I994a), moreover, reported

that Indonesia had the highest number of female heads\ in South East Asia. As Table 4.3.

indicates, more than one in eight households in lndonesia are headed by women. lt also
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indicates that the percentage of female household heads in urban areas w¿rs slightly lower

than in rural areas in both 1971 and 1981, but that the percentage was higher in 1985.

Table 4.3.: Percent of Female Household Heads, 1971-1985

13.113.013.51985

14.2t4.4r3.51981

16.316.1t4.tt97r

TOTALRURALTJRBANYEAR

Source: Indonesian Censuses of 197 1 and 1980 and Intercensal Survey of 1985

Widarti (1991) found in her study of female labour force participation and work

patterns in Jaka¡ta that there was a correlation between the level of education and

¿l
employment pattern of women. Evers, (1989 cited in Widarti:191), also noted that in

^Jakarta, educational attainment was highly correlated with the level of living. In other

words, a low level of income for a family usually means a low level of education for these

families. It also follows that those with low incomes and education have fewer avenues of

employment opportunities which further impacts their standard of living. Low levels of

education for women consequently places them in low status, informal sector work such

as vending or domestic work. To illustrate, Widarti (1991) found that having some

education makes Indonesian women more discriminating in the type of work they are

willing to choose. This may be due to the high aspirations and expectations that usually

accompanies the higher levels of education as well as being the result of the formal sector

labour market demands for increasingly better educaæd persons. The upshot of this is that

there are few opportunities for the lower educated women in frnding work in the formal

sector. It is not sut'prising [hen, as the same study showed, thaL womcn \ilere over-

represented in the low status jobs of the informal sector (service sector). It is apparent
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then, that there are two different labour markets operating within the service sector: a

formal labour market that absorbs the more educaæd women, such as work in government

offices, and an informal labour market (e.9. for domestic work and trade) that attracts the

bulk of uneducated women.

In conclusion, a large number of Indonesian women have low levels of education

and skills and occupy informal sector (service sector) occupations. Further, a significant

number are also heads of poor households and most of these range in age between 2ßq

years old.

4.2. T}re Deployment of Indonesian Domestic Workers Overseas

According to Cremer (1988), most of the Indonesian women who were deployed as

domestic workers to Saudi Arabia were heads of households from rural areas, with 28

percent never attending school, 63 percent having a primary education and most having no

previous experience or training as domestic workers. These hndings on their educational

level and household headship status appear to corroborate the characteristics of Indonesian

women in the preceding discussion if one takes the percentage having a primary education

to mean all those having attended primary school, whether they completed that stage of the

education cycle or not. Hugo (1994 a) indicaæd that provinces of Java, especially West

Java, were the main areas of origin of the Indonesian clomestic worke.rs in Saudi Arahia. As

60 percent of the total of 173 million people (1990 Population Census) live in Java, their

dominance in overseas employment is not surprising.

Hugo (I99aa) noted that transportation and mass communication faciliúes have

made the most isolated a¡eas of Indonesia accessible to all kinds of information including

employment opportunities both outside and within the country. This, together with

imporønt factors such as the rapidly changing economic, social and political context in

Indonesia, the strong support, by the Government, of the migrant labour flow from
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Indonesia, along with the mobility of middle-men/brokers who are able to persuade villagers

to work overseas, has led an an increase in the number of overseas workers each year. In

fact, as Tahle 4-4- port.ray.s for the periocl 1969-1994, the legal flow.s of Indone.sian workers

overseas, chiefly to the Middle East and Singapore/lvlalaysia, has exhibiæd a signifrcant

annual growth. The figures for each of the Five-Year-Plan periods particularly highlights

this increase, indicating an escalation in labour flow from a small number in the 1964-1974

period (5,423) through to a¡ound 600,000 in the 1989-1994 period.

Table 4.4.: Number of Indonesian Overseas Contract Workers 1969 -1994
(In thousand)

54+15172,1573662,5355696,7721992t93

48+74149,7823451,2306089,244t99lt92

73+386,2644336,9834639,8101990/91
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35+1161,o92137,9168149,7211987/88

6l+2668,3603020,3496645,4051986t87
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t4t+3929,291205,5976618,6911983/84
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5,423
19,332
94,92t
291,187
600,163

N.A.
N.A.
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47
5l

+256
+391
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Sor¡rce : AKAN Office, Iakarta (æmpiled from Hugo 1Ð4a : 5). *For 1993-1994 up to November 1993 only

Of the total number of Indonesians working in the Middle East, most are deployed

to Saudi Arabia. Table 4.5., which indicates the number of Indonesian of Overseas
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Contract 'Workers in Saudi Arabia from 1983- 1992, illustrates that there are (and for this

time period always were) far greater number of Indonesian female contract workers in

Saudi Arahia than males. In 1983, the number of women was fwice that of men and by

L990-I992, it was 8-10 times larger. Further, Hugo (I994a), Manning and Hardjono

(1993) and Cremer (1988) have indicaæd that the majority of the women who work in

Saudi Arabia are engaged in domestic work in private households.

Table 4.5.: Number of Indonesian Overseas Contract Workers in Saudi Arabia,
1983-L992

491,4154',17,7317?,6R4TOTAT,

95,90885,23110,6777992

&,76556,9637,8023199r

54,2M47,8836,3631990

54,89047,9196,9711989

52,34945,8396,5101988

48,74142,4346,3071987

27,49722,7284,7691986

47,96338,9339,0301985

27,9418,6219,3191984

l7,tt6I 1,1805,9361983

MAI,E+FEMAT,EFEMAI,F,MAI,RYEAR

Source : AKAN OfÏice, Jakarta, 1995

As suggested earlier, the expansion of the overseas workforce each year, is, in part

at least, a reflecúon of the Indonesian Government's increased interest in promoting this

movement to convey foreign exchange, through remittances, into the country. lndeed, it

has been reported by UNFPA (cited in Wiyono L995), that remittances from the overseas

workforce, in general, had reached US $ 170 billion per year. Since the initiat offrcial
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the 4o\a\ wo,rldwtcle' fiot oJ re'ñ'¡lô'ru6. vlâç
overseas deployment of workers in 1973,7.IndûEæia k ob*id US $631,510,666 h

reftiffâü€es (Department of Manpower, L994 citcÅ in Wiyono 1995). To reiterate, such a

lrgwe is important to the economy of Indonesia with I*nIa Gulati (.1994, cited in Wiyono

1995) revealing that the contribution of overseas domestic workers to the non-oil export

revenue of Indonesia was twenty five percent.

However, whilst remittances are welcomed, the movement of workers overseas is

also an indicator of the country's mgfr",Hå-ployment rate. In the Fifth Five Year Plan, 11.9

million people were classi-üed as unskilled and as active job seekers (Country Report 1994).

Clearly, the cleployment of the Indonesian domestic workers overseas is relaæd to y)t( tne

process of heightening unemployment in urban and rural areas.

In addition to the Government's interest in promoting the overseas labour flow,

there are also some strong economic reasons for the workers themselves to labour overseas.

One prominent factor is the differences in eamings obtained - for doing identical work, one

can eÍun almost frve times higher the wage in Saudi A¡abia than in Indonesia. To illustrate,

a domestic worker in Jakarta may procure about US $ 30 a month, whilst this work is worth

five times that amount in Saudi Arabia (Korupas, 15 May 1990). Another factor influencing

the labour flow is the chance it provides workers to conduct Hajj or pilgrimage to Mecca

(as one of the pillars of Islamic faith). Indeed, Mantra, Kasnawi and Sukamardi (1986 cited

in Hugo, L994a), Bethan (1993) and Utomo (1990) have indicated that the ability to visit

and conduct Haij in Mecca is an important factor influencing overseas labour migration for

Indonesians being secondary to the chance to get a higher salary and improve the welfare of

the family.

In terms of assisting the family or using pay for personal satisfaction, domestic

workers bring valuable goods home when they have finished their contract. Studies by

Mantra et al- tn 1986 showed that 68 percent of the sample returning in Yogyakarta, West

and Central Java brought back radios, televisions, motor cycles and furniture. The
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utilisation of their remittances varies according to the priority needs of each family. Table

4.6 displays typical use of remittances with the majority of the income being put to housing,

then land purchase, famity day úo day needs and lastly towards business enterprises.

Table 4.6. : Distribution of Family Use of Remittances From Sample of
Overseas Contract Workers in Java

u.4PAMILY DAY TO DAY NEEDS

2.7BUSINESS ENTERPRISE

45.8HOUSING

n.tLANDPURCTIASE

PERCENT OF REMIITANCBSUSE OF REMTTTANCES

Source: Department of Manpower l99L:71(cited in Hugo L994a:,26)

Clearly, most of the remittances are consumed on basic needs. In the case of land

purchase, it is possible that before embarking for Saudi Arabia, it was essential for a worker

to sell his/her land to enable them to pay all recruitment costs, especially when dealing with

middle-mer¡/brokers. Other studies reported that upon fulfilment of their work in Saudi

Arabia, women were more apt to take control of household finances than before their

overseas employment (Yayasan Pengembangan Pedesaan 1992 c\ted in Hugo 1994a).

Whether this category suggests an increased role and status of women in the fu-ifyftfiri.",

another study.

In conclusion, the main points which have been discussed in the chapter are the push

and the pull factors influencing the overseas flow of female labour from Indonesia. The

push factors are the low level of education, poverty and the lack of employment

opportunities in the country for these women- The pull factors are the attactive income

overseas as well as the opportunity to make Hajj/pilgrimage to Mecca. The yearly increases

I

I

l

I

.

I

in the number of women deployed overseas for work also indicates that the Government

strongly supports this movemenl Further, the chapter has indicated that most of these

women work as domestic workers/maids in Saudi Arabia.
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In spiæ of the encouragement and support that the Indonesian Government provides

for this overseas movemen! as Chapær III indicated, however, they do not appear to have

rendered sufficient protection to these lowly educated women. Yet, that they need such

proæction can be seen from the increasing number of reports on maltreaûnent experienced

by these domestic workers in their work place in Saudi Arabia. It is to these experiences

and working conditions, as documented in published inærviews with returnees, that our

focus now turns.
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CTIAPTER Y

INDONESIAN DOMESTIC WORKERS' PERCEPTIONS
OF THEIR WORKING CONDITIONS

IN SAUDI ARABIA

5.1 Introduction

The purpose of this Chapter is to analyse the Indonesian domestic workers'

perceptions of their working conditions in Saudi Arabia on the basi.s of puhlished interviews

of returnees. As indicated in the introductory chapter, the inærviews were carried out by

tlvo sepatate groups. The fust group consisæd of Kompas reporters who interviewed and

released their experiences as serial stories in Kompas between 1989 and 1993. The second

group consisted of free-lance reporters who were interested in, and concerned with,

Indonesian domestic workers in Saudi Arabia. Their inærviews were conducted between

1990 and 1993. Both sets of inærviews were later published in the form of two books. The

hrst book, called Anøra Rantai Kemiskinan dan Nasib Perempuan. which translates as

Between Poverty and Fate, was edited by Utomo in 1990, and the second book, entitled

TKW di Timur Tengah or lndonesian Overseas Contract Domestic Workers in the Middle

EasÇ was edited by Bethan in 1993. In all, 34 articles were included in the two books.

Before these inûerviews were publishecl, most of t^tre infomration on domestic workers was

obtained from third parties, such as the Head of the Muslim Organization who, in 1984,

reported that 80 peroent of the Intlonesian tlo¡nestic worket's in Saudi Arabia were

mistreated. As already noted in Chapter I, the Minister of Manpower's 1985 Decree meant

that domestic workers were forbidden to talk to the press - a decree issued to protect inter-

governmental relations with Saudi Arabia. With the relaxation of the decree in 1989,

however, this lack of first hand information was remedied, in part, by the publication (as
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serial stories in Kompas) of the hrst inærviews with returnees about their working

conditions and experiences.

Whilst access to such experiences is enlighæning, thcrc Brc somc diffrcultics fnccd in

the analysis of the published inærviews. The principal difhculty is that they have to be

translated into English. This often means that nuances in the original text are changed, or

lost altogether, as some of the Indonesian words have no equivalents in the English

language. Also, the interviews were written up in the form of a third person narrative, as

well as in lust person where the interviewees' actual words are quoted by the

reportets/writers. The text, therefore, consists of a mixture of reportcrs' analysis and

returnees' own words, making it difficult to separate out the reporters' perceptions from

those of the domestic workers. The way in which the inærviews are hnally presented, for

example, may be coloured by the initial reasons why the reporters decided to record the

working conditions: i.e., to warn prospective workers about going to this country, to

provoke a reaction by the government to the issue, to inform readers of the situation as

general knowledge, and/or to show the press has a national interest in exposing

humanitarian problems. Another reason could be that that, as it is more acceptable for the

press to expose a humanitarian problem in a foreign country, rather than at home, they may

have wanted to turn the mistreatment of Indonesian naúonals into an issue which provokes

feelings of national outrage. Hence, whilst the published interview picture for us the

experiences of the workers, 'in their own words', we should be mindful of the fact that this

is not all we are getting through the text-

With these caveats in mind, the primary purpose in studying Indonesian domestic

workers' perceptions of their working conditions from published inærviews is to gain some

insights into their experiences in order to hnd out the kind of treatment they endure in

private households in Saudi Arabia. Whilst acknowledging that not all domestic workers

are mistreated, a point reflected in the inærviews, in this study, I will concentrate on those
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who have experienced poor working conditions, because their stories point to the need for

governments and labour supply agencies of both countries to aclclress this issue. Also

analysed ale the visual images of domestic workers portraycd in thc aforc-mcntioncd book

edited by Utomo's, Antara Rantai Kemiskinan dan Nasib Perempuan. These visual images

will illustrate their subordinate position and status to readers.

As I have mentioned in Chapter I, the methodology I a¡n going to use for this

Chapter is qualiøtive conænlinærpretative analysis.

The main points made in the thirty four articles and emerged in the inærviews can

be summarised as follows :

a. Motives

1. The initial motive to work in Saudi Arabia is to attain higher income, so as to be able to

support and improve the welfare migrants' families. The second is to make the Hajj to
Mecca, as the one of the Islamic pillars in Islamic faith.

b. Characteristics

1. Most of the domestic workers come from rural areas in Java, are mainly aged between

25-35 years, are primarily female and the heads of households. Also, most have only

low levels of education and have never travelled further than their home town.

c. Use of remittances

1. The income of the domestic workers is mostly spent on housing, land purchase,

providing daily necessities of the families, paying school fees and for starting a small

business.

d. Treatment

1. Most of the prospective domestic workers are exploited by labour supply agencies and

middle men before departure, while waiting for placement, as well as when returning

from Saudi Arabia.

2. Nearly all of the inærviewed Indonesian domestic workers have come across bad

employers who have physically and/or sexually exploited them.

e. Economic factors

1. The deployment of the Indonesian contract domestic workers has contributed to
Indonesia's economy; more specifically it benefits airlines, immigration offices, labour

supply agencies, brokers, transportation, village development, and family.
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2. T\e economic participation and contribution rate of the Indonesian overseas workers
ranked second, after hnancial development assistânce to Indonesia, in terms of foreign
cturency income in the national economy.

f. Recomrncntlalions for Guverrurteut Actiott

1. The Ministry of Manpower should endeavour to incorporate the rights of the domestic
workers in the labour legislation, regulations and policies.

From the published interviews I can observe that the unregulaæd and private nature

of domestic work has meant that these contract female workers are placed in sinrations in

their workplace where the potential for exploitation is great- Similarly, the lack of

monitoring of the labour supply agencies, as well as the middlemen, or brokers, by the

Indonesian Government, has also created a climate enabling the exploitation of the

prospective overseas workers. Clearly, the poor economic condition of women overcomes

their fears of the possible exploitation that they may encounter. Further, the articles also

suggest that, because overseas domestic workers contribute substantially to the national

economy in terms of remittances/foreign exchange, then the Government should endeavour

to protect overseas workers through labour legislation, regulations and policies.

5.2 Women's Experiences of Maltreatment

We now turn to describe the representations of the women's perceptions of their

working conditions in Saudi Arabia as published in the interviews- This is to illusl.ralc my

point that being a domestic worker can be a risky occupation, one which places women in a

vulnerable position. Their perceptions will be analysed in tcrms of different tnistreattnent

categories to bring to light the abuses faced by the women during their overseas working

life and therefore the problems areas that need addressing.
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5.2.1. Abuse and Physical Exploitation

It appcals cvitlcnt that tlunresúc wolkels suffel fiom both physical abuse (e.g.

hitting/slapping the body) and physical exploitation (in ærms of physical workloads). Both

result from various factors. First, the high number of tasks to be done simultaneously in one

day can lead to a physical exploitation as well as punishment. For example one domestic

worker, Ms. Kurtiah, states that:

On the fourth day of my stay, while I was cooking in the kitchen
my mistress asked me to clean the caryet in the living room. I
decided that I had to finish my cooking f,rrst, then attend to the
carpet afterwards. You know what happened? She slapped me

hard on the face. Later on she told her husband that I had

disobeyed her. Her husband was furious and sta¡ted beating and

kicking me.
(Bethan 1993:50)

Employers do not only use their ba¡e hands to punish the domestic worker, but also

objects as a means of abuse. This was experienced by Ms. Fatimah who relates that:

Because my mistress said that I did not wash the clothes cleanly,
she beat me on the face with a lead pipe.
(Bethan 1993:53)

Sometimes the mistress's attitude toward her domestic worker is even more cruel

and rough than that of the master, as described by Ms. Fatimah :

My head was badly cut and I needecl seven stitches. I was

hospitalized for a week. My master had to house me at other
place to avoid my mistress's tortures
(Bethan 1993:53)

This physical abuse conducted by both the mistress and master of the house

indicates that gender is not the only basis for the oppression of foreign domestic worker.

Whilst class came out in the inærviews as a basis for such oppression, Íace did not.

However, the racial basis of exploitation of housemaids in the Middle$st does appear as an

issue in the acadcmic literature. Robinson (1990), for example, said that "(i)n the Middle
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East [the housemaids] are regarded as 'other' and outside the protection afforded women of

Saudi Households." Hiring women of different ethnic or racial background as the 'other',

Collins (1986) and othcrs suggcst, promotcs fcclings of race superiority and authority

toward the Indonesian domestic workers, on the part of the employers, which can lead to

mistreatment. As Robinson went on to say, "(c)ultural credos about male responsibility to

protect female honour are not adhered to in the case of the Indonesian domestic workers

abroad, whereas they do appear to influence how female servants are treated at home".

Still, whilst race is an issue here, it is also clear that gender bias is at work as well - as

Robinson indicaæd, "(t)here have been no revelations in thc prcss about ill treatment of

male workers in the Middle East''.

Physical punishment does not only come from some adults of the household, but

also from the sons:

If I disobeyed the sons, they did not only hit me with their bare

hands but also used lead pipes or broomsticks. Once I was shoved

by the eldest son. While lying on the floor he walked all over me

until I could not breathe and I passed out. I regained my
consciousness after my mistress poured a bucket of cold water
over my face.

@ethan 1993:52)

Even young male children engage in beating of domestic workers. Ms. Ani states:

My employer's nine year old son beat me with a broomstick until I
was badly bruised-
(Utomo 1990:24)

However, there are no accounts and explanations from the texts as to why daughters

are not involved in the physical abuse. Why, then is there this difference in treatment

between the sons and daughters of the household? One explanation could be that the

daughters lack a position of power in the household, both in terms of gender and status

within the family. The sons, on the contrary, have a degree of power because they are male

(Nafia 1988; and Fernea 1985).
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The number of young children in a family also contributes to the physical

exploitation of domestic workers, as Ms.Kurtiah desbribes in thc following way:

My employers had eight children. They were extremely naughty.
I had just frnished cleaning the carpet and a minute later they
di*d it again while at the same time I had to prepare food. I was
really confused; which work did I have to finish first?
(Bethan 1993:51)

Similarly, Ms. Nani Dahlia declares that:

There were five children in the house and the eldest was 12 years

old. As soon as I had finished cleaning up the house, it got dirtied
again.
(Utomo 1990:30-31)

Physical exploitation can also result from the differences in socio-cultural hfe and

customs of a Saudi Arabian family, which can lead an extremely long hours of work each

day. Ms. Nani Dahlia claims that :

I started working at five in the moming and hnish at one or two in
the morning. The family usually had dinner around 1l o'clock at
night. After clearing out the table and washing up, I hang clothes
up and finally went to bed around one or two in the morning..
(Utomo 1990:30-31)

Ms. Nani Dahlia stated that she could only wash the clothes at night because she did

not have time during the day, and that she did not even have time to rest.

Likewise, Ms- Sunarsih affirmed she really had to get up very early in the morning to

start her job:

I had to get up at three in the morning, imagine I just went to bed

at one in the morning.
(Utomo 1990:33)

This does not only occur for one day, but throughout the weeks, months and until

the end of the employment contract. Clearly, the eight hours of rest per day stipulated in

the labour contract signed back in Indonesia (see Chapter III) do not appear to have been

adhered to in these cases. This can result in physical injury as Ms. Nani Datrlia's experience

demonstrates. She recalled falling from the second floor of the house, obviously overtired
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by the work, and broke both of her arrns. Further, despiæ being hospitalized for 10 days,

her employers never visited her and failed to pay for her hospital lreatment.

Thc structurc of most of thc houscs in Saudi Arabia, along with special treatment of

family's possessions, c¿ur also tire the domestic workers physically. As an example, Ms.

Kiswat's account indicated that:

My knee almost broke. Every day I had to go up and down the
stairs I don't know how many times. Cooking at the third floor,
eating at the second floor, and when the employers came, I had to
rush down to the lrst floor to open the door and bring their stuff
ln.
(Utomo 1990:32)

Domestic work is not only physically demanding but also requires skill and care.

Large carpets a¡e normally found in Saudi Arabian homes which require special treatment.

Domestic workers are not allowed to use vacuum cleaners for fear of damaging the carpets.

Instead they have to clean them manually by using special kinds of soft brushes. Equally,

silk clothing also demands particular treatment. Some domestic workers claim that:

In order to wash the silk clothing we need to apply a special kind
of washing soap. These soaps were very strong in a sense that the

chemicals could tea¡ and bleed your hands which gave you a burnt
feeling. When washing the clothes we had to do it very gently like
treating a baby.
(Utomo1990:32)

On reflecting upon such st¿tements, we are reminded that all we read may not be

'fact', and that all thc stäturncnts rnatlu by returnccs, ot rccotdcd by the reporters, may

include inaccuracies, whether intended or unintended. After all, how can a strong soap be

used to wash such a delicaæ material as silk clothing? Thc statcmcnt appcars quite

contradictory to the fact that silk clothing needs a very gentle soap, so soft it could be used

to bath a baby. Perhaps in this case at least, the domestic workers has either been

exaggerating their working conditions in Saudi A¡abia or has been misrepresented by the

reporter.
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Last, physical abuse can also result from misunderstândings between the employer

and domestic worker, which is attributable to the lal.ter's insuffrcient command of the

Arabic languagc - a lack prcvcnting hcr from ñrlly understanding duty requests. Ultimately

this would affect the work performance around the house, with unsatisfactory work perhaps

leading to the employer's annoyance. To illustrate, the interviews indicated that Ms.

Sukiyah, having been told by her mistress how to use an electric stove in Arabic, pretended

to understand what hcr mistress said by nodding her head several times. Her pretence in

understanding the language finally led to her being physically abused by her employer.

When trying to boil some milk on the stove, suddenly the stove caught hre - the stove fused

resulting in loss of electric power to the whole house. Finally when the mistress questioned

her, she tried to explain what had happened in her broken Arabic which further infuriaæd

the mistress. Two hard slaps resulted, which landed on her right and left cheeks.

5.2.2. Sexual Exploitation

Another category of mistreaûnent is sexual exploitation which includes sexual

insinuations in attitude and behaviour as well as rape itself, usually by masters and sons of

the house.

Ms. Fahma claims that she was close to being raped by her employer:

My master frequently came into my room naked when my mistress

was still slccping h their room. IIe was forcing himsclf on top of
me, although he did not actually rape me.

@ethan 1993:55)

On the other occasions the master seemed to provoke Ms. Fahma sexually by

exhibiting himself to her:

When no one was around, my master frequently showed his

genitals to me. usually I just screamed and ran.

@ethan 1993:55)

Similarly, Ms- Sri Hastuti confirmed that:
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Several times my master went to my room naked and tried to rape

me while my mistress was sleeping in the other room.
(Utomo 1990:27)

While these cases happened when the masters were sober, others involved drugs and

alcohol, as experienced by Ms. Sri Unun:

My master liked cocaine and whiskey. One night he came into my

room drunk and managed to climb on top of me. Pretending to
my master that I would close the winclow hrst, I managed [o rutr

away and hide in the bathroom.
(Utomo 1990:27)

In another account, the domcstic worker claims to have been raped several times by

her master and his sons. Ms. Ros recounts :

One night my master came into my room and forced me to have

sex with him. I could not do anything, he was very strong and I
was really scared of him. If I refused, he would be furious and hit
me. It happened several times - he raped me and all I could do

was cry.

@ethan 1993:58)

The master of the house was not the only one who forced Ms. Ros to have sex with

him, but also his t€enage elder and younger sons. One night, the two teenage sons

discovered that their father had sex with their maid. They blackmailed her into having sex

by threatening to report Ms.Ros to the authorities fbr making sexual advances. Each day,

during her term of employmenÇ Ms.Ros had to perform two jobs: first, as an ordinary

domestic worker, and then as their sex toy. Ms. Ros was finally sent back to lndonesia in a

pregnant st¿te.

Rape or forced sex is not the only mistreatment that domestic workers experience in

Saudi Arabia- Other forms of sexual exploitation are indicated implicitly. For example, Ms.

Hordiah's master requesæd that she perform a task which had sexual connotations.

Describing this, she declares that:

Every morning before my master went to work, he asked me to
help him put his socks on. After coming back from work he asked

me to take them off him and wipe his feet up to his thighs. I cried
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and implored him to spare me from doing this, but he got really

angry and kicked me in the stomach.

@ethan 1993:56)

5.3. Woments Responses to Maltreatment

How do the Indonesian domestic workers cope with physical and sexual

exploitation? The interviews reveal two main types of responses, submission and resistance,

which are discussed in turn.

Some domestic workers suffer mistreaünent in silence until they are hnally sent back

home. Ms. Fatimah claims:

I had to stay in Saudi Arabia for 10 months during which time I
had to endure all the exploitation. I could not contact my parents

home, whenever I started writing, my mistress would instantly tear
up my letter.
(Utomo 1990:22)

Some of the domestic workers who were sent back before the end of their contract

were given plane tickets, but no remuneration. Ms. Nani Dahlia who was hospitalized after

falling from the second floor, received her ticket home but was left penniless. She had to

rely on other people's kindness. She remembered that:

At that time I was penniless. Luckily a doctor in Jeddah gave me

200 riyals, and I got US $ 50 from a Malaysian.
(Utomo 1990:31)

Even afær their retum to lndonesia, tlomestic worlicrs luvc to copc with thcir'

experiences on their own as employers threaten them not to open their mouths to anybody

about what they have enduled in Saudi Alabia. Their passports and other documents arc

photocopied so that they can be traced easily. One domestic worker recounted that her

employer even threatened to involve her parents if she unveiled her predicament, saying:

I could come to Indonesia and slit your father's throat if you
reported your experiences in my country.
(Bethan 1993:52)
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Another way to silence a domestic worker is evident in the case of one domestic

worker who was made to succumb to her situation by the blufhng of her employer that he

wûs r powerful policeman whose job wos to cntch runowty domestic workers. Naturally

afraid of being arrested, the domestic worker in this case refrained from escaping.

Other domestic workers, however, try to resist abuse. One example is Ms.

Sunarsih, who described her resistance to her employer's sexual advances in the following

manner:

I will never forget that when my master tried to enter my room I
always yelled at him. It seemed that if we showed courage and

defied them, they would think twice about attacking us, but if we
looked timid and scared, they would certainly be encouraged.
(Utomo 1990:23)

This suggests that she was successful in evading her employer's sexual advances by

screaming and yelling at him. A simila¡ attitude was expressed by Ms. Lilis :

During our recruitment back home we were told not to show
direspect to our employers. But if we did not defy and challenge

them from the beginning, they would certainly "eat" us. They
were just like wolves, once we were careless, we would be eaten.
(Utomo 1990:23)

The inærviews do not provide information about other kinds of responses. Thus, in

general, domestic workers are portrayed in the published inærviews as passive victims of

maltrcatmcnt, rather than agents in their own rights. To what extent this is an accuratc

picture is impossible to say. This could imply that the returnees did not perceive any other

ways to cscapc from maltrcatmcnt. But it is also possible that the questions asked by

reporters did not sperifrcally aim at obtaining answers on how the domestic workers coped

with the mistreatment but, rather, they focused thei¡ attention on the treatment the workers'

received. Also, most of the articles do not discuss how the domestic workers found thei¡

way home, apart from stating that "they were sent back home".
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5.4. Visual Images of Domestic Workers

One of the books included pictures of some of the interviewed domestic workers.

For example, there is a picture of Ms. Kurtiah wearing a long dress and a head scarf with

her eyes downcast. It looks as if the picture were taken in an immigration ofhce because of

the documents in her hand, and a small travelling bag with Arabic words on it lying beside

her on the floor, suggesting she had just arived from Saudi Arabia. This is confirmed by a

capúon underneath the photo which reads: "This is Ms. Kurtiah who withstood sufferings

for 20 months in Saudi Arabia. Behind her long dress and a head scarf, there is a lasting

hidcous scar. What a long and bitter life she has endured" (Utomo 1990:110). The clown

cast eyes could be read as indicating the submissiveness and helplessness of Ms. Kurtiah

who dares not meet the eyes of readers. They could also indicate that she was scared and

lacking in self-c onfrdence.

The other picture is of Ms. Nani Dahlia- In this picture we can see clearly that her

face is swollen and a little bit disfrgured, especially a¡ound her left eye and her mouth. She

is assisted by another person who helps her to brush and tidy up her hair because both of

her hands are bandaged. Her eyes look down, apparently in her attempt to hide her pain

and suffering. The caption underneath reads:

Ms. Nani Dahlia (30) from Majalengka, West Java, could only

survive two months in Riyadh. She fell from a window seven

metres above the ground when hanging out clothes. The picture
was tahen when shc had just frnishcd having showcr in a trunsit
place in Ciracas.
(Utomo 1990:110).

The picture portrays, as did the picture of Ms. Kurtiah, the unfair treatment and a victim's

status of submissiveness and helplessness as well as thei¡ lack of self confidence-

A third picture is of an anonymous woman with a swollen left eye, looking as if she

is almost crying. She also does not look at the camera. The caption reads: "One of the

"souvenirs" from Saudi Arabia. It is "better" than having broken arms or legs, or losing
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one's life through suicide"( Utomo 1990:109). The picture implies that in being an overseas

domestic worker, one has to be prepared to meet any kincl of treatnìent, including losing

onc's lifc. Thc rcst of thc picturcs show morc positive impressions of domestic workers.

To ciæ a few examples, there a¡e pictures of domestic workers looking cheerful at a

training centre at the immigration before embarking for Saudi Arabia; at Jeddah Airport

when arriving in Saudi Arabia; and at the Indonesian Airpoft with a lot of luggage when

returning from Saudi Arabia.

The pictures of the bruised and injured domestic workers contain three messages.

First, the pictures act as living proof of their maltreaünent in Saudi Arabia which arc morc

convincing than their accounts. The pictures also serve to provoke an emotional response

in the reader. They may spark feelings of anger against the perpetrators of maltreatrnent,

sympathy for the victims, and sadness, frustration and helplessness in the face of injustice.

Second, the pictures represent power relations: the weak against the strong; the poor

economy against the rich economy; the low class against the middle and upper class; the

servant against the master/mistress; and the developing country against the developed

country. They suggest a world of dichotomies, of black and white. Third, the pictures

attempt to paint the vulnerability of domestic workers. The down cast eyes suggest unfair

treatment of the victims, their submissiveness and helplessness to the whole situation as well

as their lack of confidence in the world. It paints a picture of female workers sacrificing

themselves to unfair treatment in exchange for wages so that they may be able to feed their

families back home. They are, therefore, symbolized as "heroinqs" of their family and of the

sending country.

5.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, and overall, stories told by the returned overseas domestic workers rn

Saudi Arabia reflect the risks involved in their work and are a stark reminder of the
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insufficient protection mechanism relaæd to this work. Domestic workers all over the

world ale the least recogniuæd of the labour force both in the work place, in regulations,

legislation, and labour policies. Yet, as has been mentioned in an ea¡lier chapter, their work

meets strong demand in Saudi A¡abia, due to the lack of a local domestic worker supply,

the increasing number of Saudi women in the formal labour force requiring assistance in

managing their household chores, and finally, the perceived need of some Saudi families for

the status that comes with hiring servants. For the sending country, the workers'

remittances are also a significant economic factor as, to reiterate, they contribute almost 25

pcrccnt of the total non-oil export of Indonesia. This importance is further reflected in the

Government's statements on issues of domestic workers' working conditions which will be

analysed in Chapter VI. That chapter will show, however, that economic importance does

not necessarily translate into greater concern for the workers' well being.

The interviews analysed herein indicaæ that the returnee women are aware that

working as paid domesúc workers in a foreign country is hazardous, made precarious both

due to the great number of socio-cultural differences between workers and employers and

the lack of formal protection mechanisms which uphold their rights to, for example, safe

work conditions. Some of them, it has been shown, acknowledge that this work can be

open to abuse and exploitation, both physicat and sexual. In order to prevent this, some of

them have confronted the situation bravely from the beginning of their contract. Others, as

indicated, have resigned themselves to the situation because of their fears or some other

reason.

As indicated in Chapter II, feminist researchers focusing on paid domestic work

have argued that the feminiz¿tion of domestic work in the private sphere is undervalued

because it is seen as women's natural task and therefore it is not renumerated. 'Where

domestic work is paid, in this case, it is because it is now performed by somebody outside

the family. Still, it remains feminized. Does this mean that paid domestic workers have
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better positions and status because their work is monetized and valued, and because other

so,cial benehts are expected to accompany such work?. The analysis of dornestic workers'

intcrviews has shown to thc contra-ry. Paid domcstic workers are deprived of social security

benefits and are subject to poor treatment. In this sense, their situation can be described as

inferior to those of the unpaid domestic workers. The latter are not purely contracted as

workers, since the relationship between a housewife and a husband/partner is predominantly

based on affection/sexual attraction and other non-economic interests. Paid domestic

workers, however, especially those from a foreign country, are often undermined because of

their different race, class, and gender (Enloe 1989; Collins f986; King 1988; Brown 1989;

and Robinson 1990)- Also, most of the feminist literature on paid domesúc work portrays

the women working as paid domestic workers as powerless and helpless. Nevertheless, the

published interviews have shown us how some domestic workers have struggled to maintain

their self-esteem and dignity in the face of the sexual advances of their employers.
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CHAPTER VI

ANALYSIS OF INDONESIAN GOVERNMENT'S PERSPECTIVES
OF DOMESTIC \MORKERS' \ryORKING CONDITIONS

IN SAUDI ARABIA

6.1. Introduction

The purpose of this Chapter is to analyse the Indonesian Government's

perspectives of domestic workers'working conditions in Saudi A¡abia on the basis of

newspaper articles prinæd in Kompas from the period of 1984 to mid-1995. Before

embarking on this analysis, it is necessary to answer some methodological questions. To

begin with, why merely choose one newspaper agency for the study? The explanation is

two-fold. First, it is easier to examine one newspaper for reasons of consistency in

reporting style, presentaúon, crédibility, interests and publication if the aim is to describe the

patterns of change in the government's attitudes. Second, in spiæ of the emerging quality

newspapers in Indonesia, it can be claimed that the morning newspaper Kompas still

maintains its credibility as the best quality newspaper in the country. Hill (1994) found that

it was Indonesia's most prestigious and largest selling daily, reaching sales of 525,000 in

1991 with 50,000 morc for thc Sunday cdiúon and that it was usually rcgardcd as thc

largest quality newspaper in South East Asia.

Also wc nccd to ask why it is assumed here that newspaper articles represent tho

Govemment's perspectives? The answer lies with the fact that most of the statements made

by the Government, principally in regard to socio-economic issues in the country, will be

picked up by the press in the forrn of articles. In this, the Government is represented

through comments made by the relevant ministries, such as the Ministry of Manpower

and/or other high ranking ofhcials within the ministr-ies. Thcse statements can be taken,
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then, to be representative of the Government's viewpoints, in this case, on issues of

overseas domestic workers' working conditions. The press will also report on what kinds

of policies have been formulated and implemented, and it will speculate on the extent to

which those policies may influence the working conditions of most of the Indonesian

overseas domestic workers. Moreover, any change detected in the articles with respect to

the Government's statements relating to the latter's working conditions may also indicate

that there has been a change in the govemment's attitudes which eventually will impinge on

their policy and decision making. In other words, these newspaper articles represent the

offrcial government view-points through their comments and thus attitucles on domesl.ic

workers' issues and can therefore serve as an indicator of the progress of government-

policy-making.

The term of ofhce of the Indonesian government is hve years and coincides with one

Five Year Development Plan, or PELITA. In other words, while the President stays on,

high-ranking government ofhcials such as ministers, will have tenure for five years, after

which they can be replaced or kept on, depending on the President's decision. The period

of analysis includes the Fourth PELITA (1984-1989) and the Fifth PELITA (1989-1994) as

well as the beginning of the Sixth PELITA (1995). Within this period, Indonesia had three

Ministers of Manpower who were all male. It will be inæresting to note their views and see

if there are any detectable differences in their attitude towards the domestic issues.

The analysis of the newspaper articles will be conducted by applying quantitative

content analysis and qualitative content/interpretative analysis, an approach already

elaborated upon in Chapter I. Since there are a large number of articles, i.e 104 in all, it is

not possible to analyse all of them within the confines of this thesis. Therefore, only those

articles which are considered most relevant to issues of domestic workers in Saudi Arabia

will be included in the analysis, making su¡e that each year's coverage is represented.
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6.2. Quantitative Content Analysis

In trying to gain an overview of the level of space which Kompas has given over to

the newspaper coverage of domestic workers' issues over the period from 1984 to mid

1995, I have counted and tabulated the articles. The total extent of an article is derived

from the muttiplication of its width and length. The mean length is determined by a division

of the total size of the news coverage by the total number of the articles.

According to Table 6.1., there a¡e about 104 articles published from 1984 to mid

1995, with the total size of coverage of 18,814 cm square, and an average size of 180 cm

square. The most extensivc coverage was fur 1984, which ma¡ked the first year in which

Indonesian domestic workers were offrcially sent overseas as contract workers. The

coverage varied in the subsequent years with none at all in 1991 and 1994. (fhe monthly

variations in coverage for each year are found in the tables in the Appendix of this thesis.)

Table 6.1., below, reveals that the years of 1989 and 1990, in particular, exhibited a growth

in the newspaper coverage in regard to issues of domestic workers in Saudi Arabia because

it was during this time that the inærviews of returned domestic workers (which were

discussed in the previous chapær) first began to be published. The total number of articles

within this year presented an unimpressive fîgure; however, the total size of the coverage

was quite outstanding, relative to other years, ar20l5 and2982@þ:C It was followed

by a complete absence of news on domestic workers in 1991, presumably because the Gulf

crisis obliterated other concems in the newspaper and the govemment's and readers'

interests were more concentrated on the latest developments in the Gulf states.
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Table 6.1.: Number of Newspaper Articles on ksues of Domestic Work
1984-1995

180r 8,8 14104TOTAL

299149751995

1994

159743491993

123llt591992

1991

2132982L41990

1832015111989

2,ll9&4r988

2W18899t98'l

174156891986

1401822131985

16835282t1984

MEAN LENGTHOF

ARTIO-FS INCM2

TOTAL SUE OF

COVERAGEINCM2

NUMBEROF

ARTICLES

YEAR

Source: Compiled from-Kq4lal January 19M- May 1995

The frequency of the reports each year varies according to the emerging issues but

there is a recognisable pattern. Generally, the frequency is highest within the month of

December, which is the month of Indonesian Women's Day,

Whilst there are few photographs found in the newspaper articles relating to

domestic workers, these still wa-rrant attention. What stands out when analysing these (in

relation to the Government's perspectives) is that the Minister of Manpower is, or other

high-ranking ofhcials arerthe centre of attracúon.

Most of the news on issues of domestic workers' working conditions is placed in the

second, the sixth or the twelfth page of the 18 pages of the newspaper. Most of the news is

written by reporters of Kompas. The average size of the monthly coverage, as shown in the

Appendix, is less than one-tenth of a newspaper page. On rare occasions these issucs made
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front page news but then the a¡ticles were short compared to other topics presented in the

newspaper.

6.3 Qu alitative Contenllnterpretative Anal ysis

Against the background of this quantitative content analysis, our focus now turns to

the qualitative content/interpretative analysis of the news data. As poinûed out in Chapter I,

the qualitative content/interpretative analysis enables the researcher to learn about a) the

govemment's perspectives of domestic workers' working conditions by interpreting its

semantic macrostructures (in which the overall meaning of the article in ncwspapcr is

derived by connecting the headlines with the main body of the text and by criticising its

language (i.e. critical lingustics); and b) the overall thematic analysis (overall content of the

topics) of the news data.

6.3.1 Overall Thematic Analysis

The frst step is to start with the thematic analysis of the articles which dehnes what

is presented as the most important information in the text. Due to space limitations, only

two articles from each year have been examined in this manner. The articles selected are

those which are directly related to the working conditions of the women.

From an analysis of these, it is evident that the major themes covered by the parties

involved in the domestic labour debate, such as the Government, academics, women's

organisations and Muslim leaders, are as follows :

a. The arguments for, and against, the deployment of domestic workers to Saudi Arabia.

b. The Ministry of Manpower's plan to export (1989-1994) about 641,000 workers, 83 %
of whom are women.

c. The deplorable treatment experienced by the Indonesian domestic workers

d. The Government's reaction to reports of maltreatment.

e. The need to regulate and protect the rights of domestic workers.
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There are also the themes of the context of, and background to, domestic labour
migration:

a. I)emographic and .social hackground of clomestic worker.s.

b. The contribution of overseas domestic workers to the non-oil export revenue of
Indonesia.

c. The difhculties involved in monitoring working conditions in private household in Saudi
Arabia-

d. The effect of socio-cultural differences between Saudis and Indonesians on working
conditions and practices.

e. The isolation and restrictions on movement of domestic workers.

As the above suggests, most of the themes encompass the economic, socio-cultural

background of the domestic workers, the Government's main objective in deploying these

workers and the problems which arise from this type of employment. The main issue raised

is the governments' diffrculty in controlling and monitoring the situation of the Indonesian

overseas workers in Saudi Arabia which has lead to increasing numbers of reports of

maltreaünenL

6.3.2 Semantic Macrostrucfures

The next step is to critically analyse the semantic macrostructures of the selected

articles, particularly, those relating to the Government's st¿tements, which, as stated above,

will be achieved by interpreting and analysing the hearJlines ancl the. main bocly of the artir:le

as well as by criticising its language (critical lingustics).

The following are excerpls, hy year of puhlication, of the newstexts/articles which

are critically analysed, whilst being mindful of the problems associated with analysing the

language of translation. As indicated in Chapter I, there is some difhculty in analysing the

language of the news in Kompas as the articles needed to be translaæd from Indonesian into

English, for the purposes of the study. During the process, for some of the words,
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expressions and phrases, there may not be a close equivalent. Therefore, there is the

possibility that the translated language may lose some of its original meaning and context.

The Year 1984

Tabte 6.2. n the Appendix shows that there were 2l reports of the Government's

.11
vieú þoints on issues of domestic workers' working conditions during 1984 and that the

majority of these occured in May (when there were 11). The first newstext under analysis

for 1984 comes from one of these May editions. It is located on the front page of the paper

and is headlined as follows:

The Minister of Manpower: Statements about the poor working
conditions and treatment of Indonesian domestic workers in Saudi

Arabia cause a deterioration in the existing good relationship

between the two countries.
(Kolspas, 25 May 1984: 1)

This headline refers to a statement made by the Head of Muslim Organisation afær his

return from Saudi Arabia where he examined the poor working conditions of Indonesian

domestic workers. When one reads the whole newstext, the relationship between the

headline and the main body of the article is not very clear. There are no reports on the

quality of the relationship between the two countries either before or after the remarks.

Also, how signihcant Saudi Arabia is to Indonesia is left out

The Minisær of Manpower is quoted in the article as accusing the Muslim leader of

" gegabah dnn tidak bertanggungjawab serta m¿ndiskreditkan hubungan antara Indonesia

dan Saudi Arabia", which can be translated as "gullible/careless or irresponsible and

discrediting the good existing relationship between the governments of Indonesia and Saudi

Arabia". The words chosen by the Minisær in the news texts are harsh and blunt, clearly

showing his annoyance with the Muslim leader. They clearly indicate a difference in power

between the two public figures, as they esøblish the Minister's authority while implicitly
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declaring the Muslim leader's statement to be hcticious. In the text, the Minister warns the

press not to:

generalize over the working conditions of domestic workers in

Saudi Arabia. Of 40,(n0 workers, I am positive that no more than

1000 experienced bad treatment.
(Kolopas, 25 M.ay 1984: 1)

Two messages are implied in this statement. First, the issue of the domestic workers'

working conditions are not seen as a problem by the Government at this point in úme, and

second, the informant is presented as unreliable and untrustworthy, although no evidence is

provided to substantiate the government's view of the matter. Instcad, thc rcadcr is

requested to trust the Minister's words.

The second article I am going to examine from the year 1984 is entitled :

The Minister of Manpower: The deployment of the Indonesian

women as domestic workers in Saudi Arabia is to provide
employment.
(Kq¡qpal, 14 November 1984:2)

The headline reports the action taken by the Government as one of the means for solving

the unemployment problems in the country. Judging from the headline, a reader could

presuppose that domestic workers play a crucial role as a safety valve in relieving some of

Indonesia's over-supply of unskilled labour.

In one paragraph the Minister states that:

What makes the Indonesian domestic workers more attractive than

their counterparts elsewhere are their similar beliefs to those of
Saudis and their sweet nature.
(Kompas, 14 Nove,mber 1984:2)

This statement objectifies Indonesian women as 'sweet' and 'attractive', supposedly female

traits which put women in a subordinate posiúon especially to men. The article goes on to

indicate that Indonesian women a¡e also a source of proht for the Government of Indonesia,

since they bring in more foreign currency than male worker.s do. In order to employ a
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female Indonesian domestic worker, an employer in Saudi Arabia has to pay roughly US $

1,300, while for a male worker they only pay US $ 700. This employment funcl is

channelled through both the labour supply agencies and the Government. How much both

the labour supply agency and the government actually benefit from overseas workers

requires a separate study.

In summary, in 1984 the hrst report relates to the head of a Muslim organization

who has entered into the debate stating that eighty percent of the Indonesian domestic

workers were mistreated. Whilst not shown here, his remarks set off an intense debate in

the newspapers:practically for almost the whole of the year 1984, involving researchers,

politicians and also the Government. Instead of analysing the issue seriously, however, as

both the articles chosen for analysis indicate, the Government absolved itself from

responsibility and played down the negative reports, at the same time as defending its own

good inæntions.

The Year 1985

The newspaper coverage of the issues suggests that they were on the agenda less

than during the previous year, with only 13 articles being printed (Appendix, Table 6.3.).

The flrst article, whose thrust is similar to that of previous year, is entitled:

The Minister of Manpower criticised the Press for publishing such

untrustworthy news on the poor working conditions of the
Indonesian domestic workers in Saudi Arabia.
fXelspat, 4 February 1985:12)

The Minisær not only criticizes the press in this way, but also blames the media for not re-

checking the main source of information and thereby releasing information which could

impede the existing good relationship between the two countries. He is quoted as saying

that:

usually the Press makes up stories about the working conditions of
the Indonesian domestic workers in Saudi Arabia. Their fabricated
stories could irnpinge upon the good diplomatic relationship
existing between Indonesia and Saudi Arabia.

6q¡qpas, 4 February, 1985:12)
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The exact words the Minister uses in the article ate "suosana kerja baik,hanya satu

mnsalah sajo dan ini yang paling susah, biasanya pers nrcmuat berita yang nutcent-macent

tentang ini", which is translated as "the working conditions are fine but there is only one

problem, and this is the most difficult; usually the press invents stories about their working

conditions". This seems to imply that the domestic workers in Saudi Arabia do not have

any problems with their working conditions. This only becomes a problem because the

press makes it a problem. Thus the issues of working conditions themselves are swept

under the carpet. In other words, it is the press's fault if the good existing relationship

between the two countries is impeded, because of the news about poor working conditions

in Saudi Arabia-

The fact that the Government tries ha¡d to conceal the working conditions of the

domestic workers in Saudi Arabia confirms that there is a real problem, but for some reason

this is not deemed to be an urgent issue. As in the newspaper article of May 1984, which

was quoted earlier in this section, the Minister plays down the significance of working

conditions. This time, however, he attacks the press more directly, warning them not to

"just dump the news in the papers" (Indonesian: "jangan main muat saja") or "to make a

mountain out of a mole hill" (Indonesian: 'Jangan dibesar-besarkan"). He advises the press

that

National interest should be the first priority, rather than
publishing that kind of ncws. Bcforc publishing ncws about
poor working conditions of the Indonesian domestic workers
in Saudi Arabia, the press should check and re-check from
various sources.
(KqmpÊs, 4 February 1985:12)

National interest thus appears to refer to the interest of the Government of Indonesia in

Saudi Arabia, as a country able to absorb a large number of Indonesian domestic workers

and as a source of much needed foreign currency. Conversely, the working conditions of

is citizens do not constitute an issue of national interest. Further, in a subsequent article

the Government goes as far as prohibiting its overseas workers to 'lell the press about their
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working experiences overseas, so Íts not to threaten the good relationship with Saudi

Arabia" (Ke¡qpas, 10 July 1985:1).

This article is given further weight by its position on the front page, with big

headlines and a photograph of the Minister of Manpower. The headline instructs

prospective workers and returned workers not to reveal anything related to their working

conditions in Saudi Arabia or in any other country where they work. In spite of being

placed on the front page, the article is short, suggesting that it is to serve as a command

rather than a subject for debate- The title of the headline refers to a newly issued Decree of

Manpower concerning migrant workers, which is to be included in the employment contract

signed by each prospective worker before hislher term of employment in Saudi Arabia.

According to the Minister:

The issuance of the Ministerial Decree is in order to legislate the
Indonesian workers' awareness and responsibilities as Indonesian
citizens abroad, so that they behave themselves and retain the
good diplomatic relationship between both countries.
(Ko¡qpas, 10 July, 1985:1)

The two issues can be seen as causally connected, in that a good diplomatic relationship

between the two countries is seen as being mainly the responsibìlity of migrant workers.

Thus, responsibility appears to cancel out their rights of freedom of speech and of fair

employment contracts and protection of their well being. The article represents a turning

point afrcr thc long polemic on thc issuc during 1984 and 1985, in that it signals the

Govemment's decision to act in order to curb the debate. It also displays the arrogant and

authoritarian attitude of the Government in treating issues of overseas contract workers.

Seemingly oblivious to its own responsibilities towards its citizens, the Govemment

instructs them to sign an oath in the contract of employment which effectively means

signing away their freedom of speech:

I will never tell the Press, both national and international, or
any other unauthorized bodies about my working experience
overseas (in this case Saudi Arabia), because I realise that this
is a very sensitive issue which could affect the maintenance of
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the diplomatic relationship be¡ween my country and the
country I work in.
(Ksmpas, 10 July 1985:1)

This decree also indicates a realisation by the Government that the,re is a real problem which

needs covering up.

In summary, the year 1985 is marked by an increase in the news on the subject of

overseas contract workers which the Government tries to curb by introducing a ministerial

decree. This puts a halt to a debate which has emerged amongst Indonesians, especially the

labour organizations and human rights organizaúons, on the privatized nature of domestic

work which excludes the workers from labour legislation, regulations and policies. By

prohibiting the workers to share their experienæs with society through the press, the

government removes the only chance of putting pressure on the state to extend legislation.

The Year 1986

In 1986, the news on domestic workers decreases, as evidenced by the drop from 21

articles in 1984, 13 in 1985 to mere 9 in 1986 (Appendix, Table 6.4.) which suggests that

the Minisærial Decree has been successful. However, the Govemment s.ìll sees it as

necessary to justify itself, as the title of the following article indicates:

The Minister of Manpower: It is untrue that the Government
does not provide legal protection for the Indonesian domestic
workers in Saudi Arabia.

Gfulopa! 21 January 1986:2)

That they believe they provide some protection is implied in the following excerpt

Every problem faced by the Indonesian domestic workers in

Saudi A¡abia should be reported lust of all to the
representative of her labour supply agency in the country,
secondly to the local authority, lastly (if necessary) to the
Indonesian Embassy.
(KoCIpas, 21 January 1986:2)

Although there are some labour supply agencies which have their local

representatives in Saudi Arabia, most of the agencies do not have their own representatives
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in the country because of the expenses involved in establishing and maintaining such a

network. This is not in the interest of the labour supply agency whose main inæntion is to

make profits. The Govemment a.ssumes responsibility only in the last instance when all

other avenues have been explored. From the article, it is left unclear how the Embassy

would protect its own citizens and it makes it obvious that any action would be taken only

reluctantly. This indicates that domestic workers are left on their own and have to solve

their problems in a foreign country.

In a subsequent article, the Government reminds readers that its primary interest in

domestic workers' issues is restricted to:

the deployment of the Indonesian domestic workers in Saudi

Arabia in order to expand employment opportunities.
(Kglopas, 10 December 1986:1)

To underline the advantages of this policy, the headline indicates the extent of the

Indonesian domestic workers' contribution to the domestic economy. These advantages are

mainly seen in terms of foreign currency earnings through remittances of overseas workers.

This dual motive for continuing the export of labour is made clear in the main body of the

anicle:

The deployment of the Indonesian overseas contract domestic
workers has two functions, one is to obtain foreign crurency
and the other to utilise the available employment opportunities.
Indonesia can not stop the sending of the domestic workers to
Saudi Arahia, as there i.s no alternative domestic employment.
(Kqlopas, 10 December 1986:1)

Expancling employment opportunities for un.skilled workers is indeed a responsibility

of the Govemment; however, this should be accompanied by extending the legal protection

and security offered in Indonesia to overseas workers for the sake of human rights and the

workers' economic worth. The Government's view point now goes unchallenged because

both the affecæd workers and the press have been effectively silenced by the 1985

Ministerial Decree.
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The Yeør 1987

The numher of anicle.s on i.ssues of dome.stic workers'working conditions in this

year is similar to the previous year (Appendix, Table 6.5.). The frst of the selected articles

continues the previous year's statements in the following headline :

The Minister of Manpower : labour supply agencies should not
involvc thc Indonesian Embassy on issues of domestic workers.
(Kompas,30 April 1987 :2)

The main issue is the Government's demand for the labour supply agencies to increase thei¡

role in protectiug the Indonesian domestic workers in Saudi Arahia, following thc incrcasc

in reports/cases of maltreatment. The Minister asks the labour supply agency to:

be able to assist the domestic workers with whatever problems

they face, before and afær their deployment in Saudi Arabia,

without involving the Indonesian Embassy.

CKqmpas, 30 April 1987:.2)

It clearly proposes that the Government, which is responsible tbr formulating labour

migration policies, regulations and legislation, wash their hands of the problem once the

domestic workers are sent off to Saudi Arabia. So, instead of taking the lead in forming

^protection mechanisms for the beneht of its workers overseas, the Government off loads

this task to the labour supply agencies. This ignores the fact that the latter's main task is

recruiting domestic workers, not looking afær them. Even if these agencies want to protect

the Indonesian domestic workers in Saudi Arahia, as privaæ companies they are trnlike.ly to

have the power and the means. However, in another article, the Government acknowledges

the problems involved in trying to protect dome.stic workers. It claims that:

Monitoring and managing the working conditions and the well-
being of the Indonesian domestic workers in Saudi Arabia are

intricate tasks; consequently the Government of Indonesia will
gradually reduce the export of this kind of labour.
(Kalspas, 17 January 1987:1)
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Whether the Government wants to wam Saudi Arabia or the prospective workers is

not clear from the article. It is possible that the Government fccls reluctant to dcal further

with the sensitive issue of the domestic workers' working conditions which have been

debated ever since the hrst deployment of workers. Rather than trying to deal with the

issue, the Government has apparently considered replacing unskilled workers with more

educated workers, as the headline of the article indicaæs:

The Minister of Manpower: The Government is seriously

considering sending more skilled and educated workers overseas

in the future.
(Kelopas, 17 January 1987:1)

If this suggestion is to be taken seriously, it would indicaæ, first, that the Government is no

longer so concemed about the problem of unskilled employment, and second, that it

perceives domestic workers themselves to be responsible for the treatrnent they are given by

their employers. In this, the Government appears to be arguing that better educated workers

would also experience better treatment. What would happen to the low-educated women

working as overseas domestic workers, who form the majority of overseas movement, if

they were replaced by more educated ones, is not further discussed in the article.

The Yeør 1988

The coverage of the Government's views on issues of domestic workers and their

working conditions in this year is for 1988 smaller than in the earlier years. Only four

articles are printed (Appendix, Table 6.6.), one of which is entitled:

The Minister of Manpower: The Government tightens the
procedure of exporting Indonesian overseas contract workers.
(KQmpas, 24 September 1988:2)

The headline gives the impression that the Govemment presumes that the current procedure

is rather 'easy-going' and that more stringent requirements need to be introduced.

According to the Minisær:
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The Government of Indonesia plans to restrict the expedition of its
overse¿Ìs-workers. Only those who are skitled and qualihed will be

exported such as baby sitærs, cooks and nurscs.
(Kompas, 24 September 1988 :2)

Although a similar warning was given in 1987, no further action has been taken. This

suggests that the statement is merely a bluff to put pressure on the labour supply agencies to

improve their recruitment procedures and, in reality, the Government still sends low

educated overseas workers, which shows a signifrcant increase each year, as has been

discussed in Chapter IV.

The bad working conditions of the Indonesizur domestic wolkels in Saudi Alabia are

given more attention on 9 August, 1988, when the Ambassador himself mentions that:

Many Indonesian domestic workers undergo maltreatrnent and

exploitation.
(Kompas, 9 August 1988:6)

In one of the paragraphs, he accuses labour supply agencies of not looking afær their

migrant workers once they are employed in Saudi Arabia. Their predicament is considered

to be the failure of the agencies to protect them. He points out that:

abusive treatment is mainly caused by the failure of the labour

supply agency to protect them.
(Ko¡apas,9 August 1988:6)

The Embassy, as the off,rcal representative of the Govemment of Indonesia, is not

held responsible. Instead, a smaller institution, which has neither power nor authority, is

declared to be the culprit, and probably typifies the attitude of the Indonesian elite. It also

shows that the Government seems to be at pains not to implicate Saudis.

A.

The Year 1989

1989 heralds the beginning of increasing publicity about the abusive treatment of

domestic workers in Indonesia, with 11 articles printed during the year (Appendix,Table
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6.7 -). It emerges that the experiences they go through are as bad as those of their

counterparts overseas. In spite of this, they are still considered as more fortunate than the

migrant workers because they do not need to adapt to a new environment and culture.

They are also seen as having more choice than the migrant domestic workers, because they

can change employers if they are fed up and sick of the job and the treatment they receive.

The Government reacts by again playng down the issue, as a headline in November

indicates :

The Minister of Manpower: The negative impacts of the domestic
work in Saudi Arabia will be minimised.
(Kompas,l5 November 1989: 12)

The article is placed on the last page of the newspaper, indicating the Government's

unwillingness to take up further discussion upon the matter, or maybe the paper sees it as

insignificant. Evidently, the improvement of the domestic workers's working conditions

remains an issue to be debaæd, although the Minister of Manpower claims that:

efforts to alleviate the negative effects have been properly
implemenæd.
(Kqmpas, 15 November 1989:2)

No further information is found in the article explaining which measures have been taken,

and the Minister sees it as unnecessary to provide any evidence. The problem escalates

when eleven domestic workers commit suicide in Saudi Ârabia. The gravity of this act

forces the Government to react and it announces in one of the headlines

The Minister of Manpower: The suicide of 11 Indonesian
domestic workers in Saudi Arabia will be invesúgaæd.
(Kqtqpas, 28 December 1989:2)

Before the investigation has even been started, hovrever, the Minisær has already claimed

that depression a¡rd stress could possibly be the principal causes of the mass suicide, without

clarifying what would have caused the depression and stress amongst the domestic workers
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It is clear that these workers regarded their conditions as unbea¡able and did not see any

way out other than taking their own lives. This situation should become a lesson to the

Government to take action to ensure the proæction of their citizens.

The Government is careful not to accuse anybody or any institution. This could

mean that it is afraid to point the hnger at the Saudi Arabian Government which would

react defensively. This is made clear in the article where the Government staûes that :

we have to be careful not to accuse any one in this case....the
most important thing is to maintain the existing good
diplomatic relationship with Saudi A¡abia.
(Kqlqpas, 28 December 1989:2)

As in earlier statements, the Government seems to give the "good relationship" with Saudi

Arabia a higher priority than the duty to investigate fully the context of the mass suicide.

The Yeør 1990

Reportage of the maltreaünent cases experienced by Indonesian domestic workers

rose again in 1990 with the printing of 14 articles (Appendix, Table 6.8.). Most of the case

stories were later published in a book by Kompas which was analysed in the previous

chapter. The difflrculty in monitoring the working condiúons of Indonesian domestic

workers in Saudi Arabia is acknowledged by the Minister of Manpower in an article where

it staæs that :

the dif[rculty in monitoring the working conditions of the
Indonesian domestic workers in Saudi A¡abia is that the
Govemment cannot interfere with local legislation and
regulations.
(Kompas ,6 Februa¡y 1990:2)

ût

One solution put forward by the Minister is to establish cooperation withfocal legal

consultancy bureau. However, this proposal is found to be expensive. Each migrant

worker who seeks assistance is required to pay a large amount of money. Despite the
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diffrculty in controlling and monitoring the workers, the Minisær is confident that the

deployment of overseas workers would incrcase during the year:

In this Five Year Plan, the Government plans to achieve the
target of 5ü) thousand overseas workers.
(Kq¡qpas, 6 February 1990:2)

This suggests that the Government is aware of the problem but is either incapable or

unwilling to solve it. Nonetheless, the Government is aware of the economic worth of

overseas workers and determined to keep increasing their deployment in each hve-year-

plan. Aftel almost six yeals of exporting overseas workers, the Govemment of Indonesia

seems to have just realised the causes of its monitoring and controlling difficulties, yet no

tangible efforts a¡e made even now. It is clearly unlikely that the problems would be

resolved by themselves without any effort from either government.

Another article to be examined is one in which a member of Parliament requests the

Indonesian Government to:

Approach the Saudi Arabian Government to solve issues of
domestic workers.
(Kompas, 22 l:une 1990:2)

The member of Parliament accuses the labour supply agencies of having neglected

Indonesian domestic workers in the Middle East, a neglect resulting in unpaid

salaries, sexual and physical abuses or humiliation frequently taking place. Such

neglect need to be looked into by the Government of Indonesia. He gives an

example of the signihcance of the problem, stating that:

between 1989 and 1990 in Mecca and Jeddah alone there were
1052 cases of domestic workers' maltreatrnent. The cases

among others were concerning unpaid salaries; exploitation of
the domestic workers; rape, etc.
(Kaapas, 22 Iune 1990:2)
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While the member of the Parliament does not mention the source of his information, it is the

first time that a tigure has been put on the cases of abuse. If it is correct, it would indicate

that around 1.4-5 cases per clay came to light over that two year period. These cases,

according to the member of the Parliament, have affecæd the image of Indonesian citizens

in Saudi Arabia, and in order to rectify this the Government of Indonesia is requested to:

approach the Government of Saudi Arabia in order to assist in
solving the issues of domcstic workcrs. This approach is rcquircd
to retain the good image of the Indonesian nation.
(Kompas, 22 June 1990:2)

In this, image seems to be the most substartial issue for the Indonesian Govemment rather

than the plight of the domestic workers. To restore the image of Indonesian women as

'swset' and 'nice', despite their treatment, is the main concern of the member of

Parliament. If the Saudi Arabian Government finds that Indonesian domestic workers to be

troublesome employees, it might look elsewhere to satisfy its demand. Thus, the Indonesian

Government is asked to act on repoß of maltreannent only to restore the attractiveness of

its workers.

The Year 1992

As indicated earlier, there were no reports on domestic labour issues in Kompas

during 1991, presumably due to the Gulf Crisis. However, n 1992, there were nine reports

(Appendix, Table 6.9.) in which the Government paid more attention to the role of the

labour supply agencies. Many articles for this particular year exhibit the fraudulence of

labour supply agencies. These newstexts describe most of the workers as coming from

poor rural areas of Java with low levels of skill and education. The eagerness and

enthusiasm to work as domestic workers far away from their own country and hometown

indicate the seriousness of the poverty they are in, and many workers appear to make great

sacrihces to gain an employment contracL
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Brokers and labour supply agencies play a signifrcant role for the prospective

migrants, yet they can also be a source of troubles. One such case is reported by a

journalist in an article which is entitle¡l :

Labour Supply Agencies/Recruiters cheated prospective domestic
workers during recruitment.
(Ko¡qpas,25 FebruarY 1992:2)

The reporter provides evidence of the fraudulence of labour supply agencies from all the

letters that the paper has received. He/she hnds that, normally after prospective workers

have paid the recruitment fees, the agent cheats them by absconding with their money. The

pmmised overseas job is a rnere prctext to rip the money off prqspective workers.

Å
Six messages can be interpreted from this article. First, the problems face by

overseas workers (including domestic workers) appear to hetp startd even before

departure. Second, the prospective overseas workers have no way to claim their money

back. Third, the Government does notror cannot)control all labour supply agencies in

Indonesia, and thereby prevent malpractice. Fourth, overseas workers seem to be an easy

prey for labour supply agencies since they are willing to pay any amount of money for an

overseas job. Fifth, overseas work is more desirable than local work for various reasons.

Sixth, overseas workers are mainly of low educational level and unskilled. They are,

therefore completely dependent on brokers/middlesmen to arrange overseas employment

administrative procedures, a fact which is seen as further encouraging the brokers to outwit

them.

To rectify this situation, the Director of Office of Overseas Employment (OOE)

proposes that:

Labour Supply Agencies and Off,rce of Overseas Employment need

new managemenl
(Kompas, 1 1 September 1992:2)

T'he headline suggests that the Director of OOE recognises the problems encountered by

both labour supply agencies and Off,rce of Overseas Employment (OOE) during recruitment
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and placement procedures. No indication is provided in the article as to how the

Government would carry out this idca of "new management". Instead, thc director

elaborated on the overall number of overseas workers in terms of ge.ncler cluring the current

five year plan-

In summary, cases of treacherous conduct of labour supply agencies dominate the

1992 news coverage. Apart from the legal labour supply agencies, there are also a

considerable number of illegal labour supply agencies whose existence cannot be controlled

or monitored. They normally smuggle in the overseas workers with fraudulent documents

so lhat these workers face the risks of being imprisoned or depolted if caught by Saudi

authorities. Illegal practices, however, persist as they help to avoid bureaucratic procedures

and are claimed to be substantially cheaper.
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t The Year 1993

The year 1993 once again saw nine articles covering domestic labour issues

(Appendix , Table. 6.10.) and signalled a revival of the lahor¡r force improvement argument

with the Minister of Manpower's claim that:

At the beginning of January 1994 the Minisury of Manpower will
revise the procedures for exporting of overseas workers.
(KQmPas, 23 Novembet I993:I2)

The revisions referred to the deployment procedures for Indonesian overseas contract

workers. The issues for revisions a.re predeparture training and upgrading of status of

workers. First, the Minister clai¡ns to have proof of the workers' inadequate skill levels

from various sources, though these are not stated in the article. Second, the revision

suggests that all this time prospective workers have not been given predeparture training,

which is entirely incorrecl The current procedures, which are laid out in Ministerial Decree

no 1305/1988; require the prospective workers to enroll in training for three months prior

to departure. As indicated in Chapter III, domestic workers, for example, are trained to use

modern domestic facilities such as rice cookers, washing machines, hoovers etc, and are

taught some Arabic language and culture. At the end of the training they are awarded a

certificate. Third, the revision aims at reducing the number of domestic workers(and other

informal sector workers) in exchange for sending more of those who have worked in the

formal sector instead. What would happen to workers in the informal sector is not further

clarified. It could imply that in future the Government would refuse to deploy unskilled

workers overseas, despite the massive unemployment imposed on this group of workers. In

an earlier statement, the Minister's attitude toward domestic workers (informal sector

workers) was quite defensive. He decla¡es that:

The assumption that Indonesia could only export cheap labour
was an insult to the whole nation-
(Ke,!qpas, I May 1993:2)
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Several messages are implied by the headline. First, Indonesia does not only export

cheap labour such as overseÍÌs workers, but also other skilled labour. However, this is not

illustrated in the article. The Minister affirms that hoth skilled and unskilled labour should

be considered as national assets, in particular, the overseas workers who have substantially

contributed to the Indonesian economy, as quoted in one of the paragraphs :

Please do not underestimate Indonesian overseas workers.
They have contributed a substantial amount of income to the

country but of course not every one would be satisfied with
this kind of job.
(Kompas, l May 1993:2)

Second, domestic workers are indeed deemetJ to be cheap labour, therefore it is really an

insult to accuse Indonesia of exporting only such workers. Third, it proposes that Indonesia

should not dehne overseas workers merely as cheap labour, but as national assets as well.

There was no relevant news in 1994.

The Year 1995

In the beginning of 1995, the Indonesian society was shocked, hrst, by the execution

of a couple of Indonesian migrants in Saudi Arabia who were accused of murdering their

employers. Second, some of the Indonesian domestic workers in Malaysia were trapped in

a house, forced to become pregnant and to sell the babies. In this context, I analyse two of

the five articles that appeared during the year (Appendix Table 6.11.). The first is entitled:

ILO Ofhcer in Jakarta: Protection for Migrant workers is still
weak
(Kqmpas, 10 MaY 1995:1)

In spite of the immense headline on the front page, the article is short, which would

suggest the insignificance of the issue to the paper. Following the headline, the ILO

ofhcer discusses the need to supply legal protection to overseas workers especially to the

unskilled and uneducated. The weakness of the legal protection, he claims, results from a
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failure to sign the international conventions on migrant workers. The migrant workers'

issue, in his opinion, is sensitive and provokes an intensive debate for both countries,

especially with the increase. in numhe.r of workers each year. Clearly, afær almost twelve

years of the official deployment of Indonesian domestic workers overseas, protection is

still a dominant issue discussed at the top level of government. The minimal protection of

overseas domestic workers is said to originaæ from their own low education, as stated by

the ILO Officer in one of the paragraphs:

In general, the low education of overseas workers contributed
toward the treaftnent they received in the workplace.
(Koupas, 10 May 1995:l).

The vulnerability of overseas workers in the workplace might indeed be compounded by

their low skill and education. By definition, domestic work is unlikely to attract highly

skilted persons. However, this is not the only reason why workers are so vulnerable. The

way in which labour relations are structured also plays an important role. Another article

published in 1995 summarises the dilemma faced in the domestic workers issue in its title :

Indonesian domestic workers -foreign currency and agony.
(Kompas, 11 January 1995:6)

This is a long article writæn by a well-known Indonesian researcher who appears familiar

with the topic. Evidence is presented in the form of statistics. The writer seems to have

shown sympathy with the Indonesian domestic workers who are exploited overseas, and

admits that they have had made a signi-ficant contribution to the Indonesian economy. He

agrees that:

behind the glittering foreign currency, most of the Indonesian
domestic workers experienced the misconduct of their employers
and the protection for this kind of job is still inadequate.
(Kompas, 1 1 January 1995:6)

Nevertheless, the writer does not say what sorts of legai protection the workers require in

this situation. The writer perhaps assurnes that readers already know the answer to this
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question or believes that it is not his task to elaborate more on the subject. Instead, he/she

focuses more on what he/she perceives as being the main difficulúes which the domesLic

workers face. in Saudi Arahia. He alleges that:

communication a *ubic language and cultural adjustnent seemed to be

the main problems faced by Indonesian domestic workers'
(Ko¡spas, I I JanuarY 1995:12)

In the article two examples are given to support his arguments. Communication-

wise, there is one occasion when the master of the house asks his foreign domestic worker

to bring him apples for his guests; not understanding what the master has requested, the

worker brings a toilet bmsh, instead. Obviously this would cause embarrassement to the

master. The other case is the different time of eating. In Saudi Arabia, dinner usually starts

a¡ound eleven at night. By that time the worker has already worked for a long time- In

other words, the worker does not get sufficient time to rest and sleep, because she has to

get up very early and start all over again the next day. To compare, dinner in Indonesia is

usually served around seven to eight at night, afær which the domestic workers can join the

family to watch ælevision or attend to personal needs. The long hours of work would

certainly affect a domestic worker's performance and alertness.

Communication and habits are not the only reasons why domestic workers are being

exploited. However these are the most obvious aspects, especially when working in a

foreign country. Even if domestic workers can speak the language and adopt to the culture

adequately, it does not mean that they are not going to be manipulated. I argue that the low

status of the work itself contributes to their low position and subordination in the work

place. This will inevitably influence their working conditions-

In conclusion, in the beginining of the years 1984-1986, the attitudes of the

Govemment of Indonesia towards issues of domestic workers' working conditions were

arrogant, authorative and defensive, a pattern that continues to underlie their whole

approach from 1987 to 1990, and 1992 to 1993, although promises of changes were
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claimed to be made in the future. It could be implied that efforts to improve the

workers' working conditions have been made and might be aiming at the right

was not fast enough. Consequently, issues of the overseas workers' working conditions are

stitl being debated. During the entire 12 yeat period under study in this thesis, it seems that

the Government's concentration and attention was on how to maintain a good relationship

with the Saudis, putting aside issues of domestic workers' working conditions in this

country-

Instead of investigating the issues of maltreatment, the Government blamed third

parties either for blowing the issue out of all proportion or for inaccuracies in reporting (the

media and the Head of Muslim Organization), and for insufficient protection of the workers

(the labour supply agencies).
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION
AND POLICY RECOMMF],NDATIONS

The main purpose of this thesis has been to analy.se the debate on female overseas

domestic workers which has been waxing and waning in the Indonesian press since the year

Lg84, when the Indonesian women were first sent to Saudi Arabia to work in the domestic

service. In rcvicwing the academic literature on t'emale international migration in general,

and on domestic workers specifrcally, it was noted that considerable gaps existed which

needed to be filled if the conditions and circumstances under which women work overseas

were to be better understood. Numerous researchers allude to domestic workers

experiencing exploitation of various kinds during their term of employment, but there is

little concrete evidence and analysis of the types and circumstances under which

exploitation takes places, nor of the reasons why it occurs. This thesis has attempted to

make a modest contribution to the freld by examining newspaper articles published over a

twelve year period in the Kompas newspaper, focusing on their representation of the

Indonesian Government's perspective, and of returning domestic workers' own accounts, of

working conditions in Saudi Arabia.

This final chapter offers a summary of the main hndings emerging from the analysis

and makes some policy recommendations.

7.1. Concluding Summary

A major argument in this thesis is that Indonesian domcstic workers' working

conditions overseas must be seen in the context of various, more or less inter-related

policies. First, there are, within the Indonesian government's Broad Guidelines, policies on

women in development (WID) which have been shown to be rather fragmented, and

contradictory as to the roles, funcúons and rights they assign to women. Also, Indonesian

policies that deal with labour issues tend to exclude overseas domestic workers on the

grounds that they are part of the informal sector of the economy, hidden in the domestic
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sphere, and not actually working in Indonesia. Second, there are inærnational standards on

migrant labour set by the International Labour Organisation, but it has been shown that

neither the Indonesian nor the Saudi Guvctûureut have signed or ratificd thc conventions.

This clearly is an area where considerable improvement could be achieved. Third, there are

labour policies pertaining to the Gulf which, similarly to Indonesian labour policies, do not

cover domestic workers, and generally are not applied to non-nationals. This means that

the legal system and social services in Saudi Alabia are hardly available to Indonesian

domestic workers, which puts them into a precarious position. It is clear that the host

country is not aiming for social and cultural inægration of the overseas workers, but rather

that the main objective of the Gulf State labour policics sccms to be the establishment of a

ftansient, tractable and efficient overseas contract labour.

Issues are complicated by networks of - often unequal - relationships between

migrants, recruiters or labour supply agencies, govemments and foreign employers.

Pa¡ticular attention has been paid to the role of labour supply agencies and

middlemen/brokers, on which the majority of the prospective overseas workers depend to

secure an employment contract. This is due to the strict policies upheld by both

governments which necessitate compliance with numerous entry and selection criteria

(religion, age and state of health etc.) as well as with various formal procedures. While

such requirements and procedures could have been intended to protect overseas workers,

they can end up achieving the opposiûe if they are too complicated and if they are not

properly enforced and monitored. In general, the analysis in Chapær III has shown that, if

the working conditions and well-being of Indone.sian overseas contract domestic workers

are to be improved, then more specihc policies are required which need to be harmonised

and structures for their implementâtion established. At present there are no signs of the

Indonesian and the Saudi Governments collaborating to solve the problems faced by

overseas mlgrants.

One argument which is well-rehearsed in the literature sees the characterisúcs of the

Indonesian women who end up migrating as domestic workers as an important factor in the

explanation of their experiences of exploitation and abuse. There appears to be a consensus

among resea¡chers that the desire to escape from poverty is the most important reason for

the decision to migrate to Saudi Arabia. Chapter IV has demonstrated that the majority the
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Indonesian women who were deployed as domestic workers to Saudi Arabia belonged to

the most disadvantaged groups of female workers: many were heads of households from

rural areas, and a¡ound 60 percent had only primary education or no schtloling at all

(Cremer, 1983). Low levels of education consequently places women in low status,

informat sector work such as domestic work. rWhile migrating to Saudi Arabia does not
eqdt"t

open up a wider range of employment opportunities, women are able to almost five times

higher the wage there than in Indonesia for domestic work. This obviously constitules a

powerful pull factor despite the various kinds of hardship women may face in Saudi Arabia.

However, while it is clear that low levels of education, combined with the pressures of

poverty and unemployment at home, leaves women wotkers with little choice and in a

relatively weak position, this should not be seen as the sole, or main, reason for their

maltreatment by Saudi employers. The Indonesian Government's suggestions to this effect

(see Chapter VI) tend to ignore the structural inequalities which characterise overseas

migration, as well as the fact that domestic service is constructed as a feminized, low status

and poorly rewarded type of work which typically puts its incumbents into a subordinate

position.

In Chapters V and VI an attempt was made to trace the development of the debate

on domestic workers' working conditions in the Kompas newspaper and in two collections

of inærviews. Chapter V analysed some of the interviews conducted by reporters with

domestic workers who had returned from Saudi A¡abia, selecting those which discussed

maltreaünent in'order to gain some insight into the workers' portrayal of these types of

experiences. This endeavour was complicated by the facts that interviews were written up

in narrative form by reporters, and that the reader does not have access to the questions

asked of the women. Indeed, the pictures of domestic workers illustrating the interviews

suggest that the interviewers intended to represent the domestic workers as passive victims

of abuse and as national heroines, thus missing an opportunity to challenge patriarchal

constructions of women. Bearing this limitation in mind, this chapter showed not only that

some domestic workers were subjected to exceedingly long working days, physical

punishment, and/or sexual abuses including rape, but also that their scope for action was

severely limited by the lack of legal protection, workers' organisation and representation,

and even by restrictions on individual freedom of movement and other basic human rights.
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Given the severity of maltreatnent emerging from these records, it is worth asking

what the Indonesian Government's perspectives and responses consist in. This question was

explored in Chapter VI which examined twelve years of news reporting on this issue in

Kompas. One of the frndings is that the Indonesian Government's action, or lack of action,

is partly explained by the profound implications for the national economy of the Indonesian

domestic workers' exodus to Saudi Arabia. The economic benefits include a reduction of

unemployment and underemployment, the alleviation of poverty, expansion of exports ttr

this country, and, most importantly, the receipt of remittances in hard currency. Thus, the

Indonesian Government appears to have assigned greater importance to maintaining good

economic ancl cliplomatic relationships with Saudi Alabia than to ensure the welfare of its

citizens overseas, whereby the difhculty of achieving the latter goal, given existing

legislation, must be borne in mind. For much of the period under review the Indonesian

Government underplayed the problems encountered by overseas domestic workers and even

repressed public debate of this matter. 'When pressed, it reluctantly promised action to

change the conditions under which migration takes place, but little evidence is found in the

s
new-reports of any actual progress being made. Some of the Govemment's statements

reveal a biased attitude towa¡ds domestic workers, to the extend that they are seen to bring

maltreaünent upon themselves because they are poorly educated, and poorly equipped to

cope with a foreign culture. In other statements the underþing message is that domestic

workers should put their country's development above their own needs and inærests; this

type of argument echoes constructions of women elsewhere as selfless wives and mothers

who are either devoid of needs and interests of their own, or else expected to place them

second to those of other family members-

While it is clear that patriarchal constructions of women have influenced the debate

on the overseas domestic workers in various ways, it also must be recognised that the

protection of overseas workers is a difficult matter not only for the Indonesian GovernmenL

It epitomises the contradictory position in which developing countries are placed within a

capiølist world economy and a "universal" discourse on human rights. On one hand,

developing countries, such as Indonesia, are expecteci to exploit their comparative

advantage in cheap labour, while on the other they are also subject to human rights claims

and national value systems which demand the protection of women in general, and overseas
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domestic workers in our particular case. Furthermore, the predominant structure of

national and inærnational laws makes such protection across national boundaries diffrcult,

especially if we bear in mind the structural tnequality betwecn rich zutd poor counÍies.

With these considerations in mind, in the following section I will attempt to

underline some recommendations to both the Indonesian and the Saudi Governments, and

to both to the Indonesian State Ministry for the Role of Women and the Ministry for

Manpower, which aim to strengthen the protection of Indonesian domestic workers in Saudi

A¡abia. The thesis has raised some important issues that are crucial to an understanding of

the significance of inærnational migration as a process. The Indonesian Government's

points of view on issues of domestic workers zurd their working conditions sccm to be

showing some changes over the past twelve yeÍìrs. It seems that the Government has

gradually come to the view that there is a real basis for the public debate which cannot b

answered by suppressing the debate, or in other words by "shooting the messenger"-

Various weaknesses in the migration process have been identifred in Government statements

which could be addressed, eg. by tightening up, and at the same time simplifying the

recruitment process. The Government has also begun to (indirectly) admit that the

enforcement of contracts and protection of the women workers' human rights overseas lies

beyond the powers of the Government. It therefore seems that the debate on domestic

workers' working conditions is now being conducæd on a more realistic plane.

7 .2. P olicy Recommendations

As a prerequisite to the improvement of the domestic workers working conditions in

the host country, it is recommended that Government of Indonesia should establish a

bilateral labour cooperation/agreement with Saudi Arabian Government. Such an

agreement can then be used as a legitimized and offrcial mechanism for the establishment of

a joint supporting institution of both countries. The joint institution should reside in Saudi

A¡abia with the functions of providing consultation a¡rd assistance to Indonesian domestic

workers with regard to their working conditions and their general position in the host

country. The joint institution will also act as the representative of the domestic workers

when a case has to be taken to a Saudi labour court- For this to be possible, the Saudi
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Government has to extend its labour legislation to overseas nationals working in domestic

service occupations.

Next, both Indoncsian and Saudi Arabian Governmonts should be persuaded to

ratify the existing UN concerning migrant workers. If the two countries

have signed these important provisions, they are both committed to implement them

nationally and aUidJfr them inærnationally. Accordingly, when international standards

such as UN/ILO Conventions on Migrant 'Workers are accepted by both countries, it

becomes difficult for them to t¿ke up the position that what happens to their citizens

abroad, or to foreign nationals within their own borders, is not their concern. The

ratihcation and adoption of the inærnational convenlions and standalds legitimize

monitoring of the situations in which overseas workers find themselves. Existing ILO

procedures for monitoring and evaluation of the implementation of conventions could be

strengthened to impose sanctions for any flaws and infringements. However, in order to

persuade Indonesia and Saudi Arabia to ratify existing conventions, it is necessary to

increase the awareness of their populations of the necessity to do so, as well as applying

international pressure. Deeply entrenched perceptions of women's "natural role", of

domestic work, of "other" cultures, and of national development priorities must be

challenged in this process.

It is crucial that domestic workers are regarded as workers who have the same

rights as any other worker. Given the long history of discrimination against domestic

workers, and their precarious position within what is generally seen as a private sphere into

which governments should refrain from inærvening, special regulations may be necessary to

improve the position of domestic workers at home and abroad. It is recommended,

therefore, that the Indonesian Government should formulate specific labour policies which

are geared to the needs of the Indonesian overseas contract domestic workers, for example,

under a Migrant Worker Act. Thus within Indonesia the Migrant Act can strengthen the

functions of the office of Overseas Employment (AKAN) which had been established since

1983. In order to strengthen its functions and roles, this office, which presently resides in

Jakarta, should have \ branchdq ofhcá in the 27 provinces of Indonesia, so as to

decentralise the roles of the AKAN off,rce in Jakarta. The basic role of the protectors is to

ensure that the and official labouruupptffi"ncies in each province should abide
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by all rules and regulations laid down by the-J- "y
be followed up and labour supply agency in euestion¡/

Government. Any violation of the rules should

be frned or banned.

The Government of Saudi Arabia, in their labour policies, should also atltlpt a

special code to protect overseas domestic workers which recognises their vulnerability.

Other meÍìsures to be taken by both countries, I suggest, should include the

institution of a contract of employment which details the specific tasks and rights of the job.

'Ihe job description should also number of household members to be serviced,

the hours of work, overtime work, wage rates, health insurance, life and accident insurance,

holiday arrangements, and the like. If the domestic worker's performance is deemed

unsatisfactory by the employer, this should be seen as an issue between labour supply

agency, the employee and her representative organisation, the employer, as well as the

relevant labour court. Similarly, if the employee is dissatisfied with her working conditions,

she should be given the option of leaving the post and taking up another.

It is obviously important that the language of the contract of employment be

understood in both the labour exporting country as well as the host country. The contract

has to be written in a style that is clearly understood by the employee in particular. In the

host country, employees should be made aware of the location of, and given free access to,

local institutions such as the Indonesian Embassy, public transport, mosque/church, police

station, representative of labour supplier agency, markets etc.. Domestic workers should be

allowed freedom of movement in the host country and be allowed to organize themselves,

such as in trade unions or other fonnal labour organisations. Organization is important to

create a sense of solidarity among domestic workers, lobby and campaign for improvements

in working conditions, upgrade skills and knowledge, and generally emporwer domestic

workers.

The issue of physical and sexual abuse is one of the most important to tackle.

Before departure, prospecúve workers must be thoroughly informed of the dangers inherent

in domestic work as it is presently structured. They could also be trained in effective ways

of responding to abuse and how to get themselves out of an abusive situation. Allegations

of physical and sexual abuse should be seriously investigated and ste.ps be taken to protect

the victim from the perpetrator. It must be recognised that such abuse is often difhcult to

prove, especially in legal systems which silence women, and it is therefore more realistic to
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focus on getting the victim out of the situation than on punishing the perpetrator, although

the latter should not be completely ignored. With an effective system of reporting of abuse

it would at least be possible to boycntt employers whu lnve beeu accused of commining

abuses. t .
íntænr43

While h€{eåshg-prospective workers of their rights should be an important part of

training, there should also be a focus on the improvement of their skills and knowledge,

with the aim of lifting the status of domestic work. At present, prospective workers have to

attend pre-departure training on household functions, Arabic culture and tradition, as well

as Arabic language courses - although it is doubful that much Arabic can be leamed within

such a short úmespan by persons who have minimal schooling. Training is usually carried

out by the assigned labour supply agency in its training institution for about three months.

It is recommended that the training should be conducted by professional private training

institutions under the authority of the Governments. This is intended to reduce the load of

the work of the labour supply agency and encourage the agency to concentrate more on

their recruitment, placement and other administrative work. By shifting training to private

training institutions managed by professional instructors, it is expecæd that the quality of

the Indonesian domestic workers would be improved so as to meet the demands of the

labour ma¡ket under increasing competition. It is also expected that with their improved

skills and knowledge, cases of maltreafnent will be mitigated due to lack of understanding

and skills capability. The training should be conducted for six months, instead of three

months, so as to provide them with ample time to learn a sufficient amount of new skills and

knowledge. The Governments should determine the expenses for the training which would

be the responsibility of each prospective domestic worker- Access to training could be

restricted to persons who have completed junior high school, but this may defeat the other

purposes of the Government, namely to make much needed jobs accessible to poor, under-

educated women. Also, lengthening the uaining period and increasing the cost of training

might discourage women from taking the formally legislated path to overseas work, and

lead them into the arms of illegal recruiters. This could seriously undermine any

government attempt to control the flow of migranls, and therefor" .u"hJræp/ needjto be

^'/
considered carefully.
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The Government of Indonesia should review the activities of the labour supply

agencies on a regular basis - and indeed the Government has already moved in this direction

by increasing thc conditions for liccnscs and rcstricting thc number of licenses granted (Diah

Widarti, personal communication, 18 March 1996). If there are any violations of the rights

of the prospective domestic workers, the Government should take a decisive action against

the agency in question. All of the labour supply agencies should have a representative

overseas who, togcthcr with Embassy and the joint institution which should be set up by

both countries, is able to monitor the working conditions of the Indonesian overseas

contract domestic workers in Saudi Arabia and able to offer assistance to domestic workers.

In order to facilitate the monitoring of the domestic workers' working conditions, each

domestic worker is requested to report at least one a month to the nearest institution.

Finally, in view of the significant impact of the remittances on the balance of

payments, and hence the development of the country, the Indonesian Government could

look more carefully into effective methods of utilizing remittances from domestic workers

to enhance the opportunities for education and employmenq particularly of poor women.

This may require a rethinking of national development objectives and of women's role in

these which could be very benehcial to Indonesia's longer-term future, and it might well

help to bring about a future in which Indonesian women a¡e able to choose more fieely how

to make their living.
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APPENDD(
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Table 6.3.: Size Coverage of 1985 Newspaper Articles
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Table 6.4.: Size Coverage of 1986 Newspaper Articles
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Table 6.5.: Size Coverage of 1987 Newspaper Articles
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Table 6.6.: Size Coverage of 1988 Newspaper Articles
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Table 6.7.: Size coyerage of 1989 Newspaper Articles
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Table 6.8.: Size Coverage of 1990 Newspaper Articles
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Table 6.9.: Size Coverage of 1992 Newspaper Articles
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Table 6.10.: Size Coverage of 1993 Newspaper Articles
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Table 6.11.: Size Coverage of 1995 Newspaper Articles
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